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Abstract: This paper gives an overview of the large-scale tectonic styles encountered in orogens worldwide. Thin-skinned and thick-skinned tectonics represent two end member styles recognized in mountain ranges. Both styles are encountered in former passive margins of continental plates. Thick-skinned style including the entire crust and possibly the lithospheric mantle are associated with intracontinental contraction. Delamination of subducting continental crust and horizontal protrusion of upper plate crust into the opening gap occurs in the terminal stage of continent-continent collision. Continental crust thinned prior to contraction is likely to develop relatively thin thrust sheets of crystalline basement. A true thin-skinned type requires a detachment layer of sufficient thickness. Thickness of the décollement layer as well as the mechanical contrast between décollement layer and detached cover control the style of folding and thrusting within the detached cover units. In subduction-related orogens, thin- and thick-skinned deformation may occur several hundreds of kilometers from the plate contact zone. Basin inversion resulting from horizontal contraction may lead to the formation of basement uplifts by the combined reactivation of pre-existing normal faults and initiation of new reverse faults. In most orogens thick-skinned and thin-skinned structures both occur and evolve with a pattern where nappe stacking propagates outward and downward.
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1. Introduction

The terms “thin-skinned” and “thick-skinned tectonics” is used when describing the overall geometry of fold-and-thrust belts [1]. Hereby thin-skinned tectonics relates to thrust sheets where the sedimentary cover is detached from its crystalline substratum along a décollement layer that consists of mechanically weak rocks. In general the detached cover is piled up to a multifold nappe stack. The thickness of the detached cover sediments is typically on the order of 1 to 10 km (Figure 1A).

Thick-skinned tectonics on the other hand involves thrust faults that reach down into the crystalline basement. In some cases thrust faults run parallel to the basement-cover contact a few kilometers beneath this contact and thus delimit relatively thin basement slices. These may also be piled up to a multifold nappe stack as shown in Figure 1B. This style has been referred to as “basement-involved thin-skinned tectonics” [1]. Thrust faults that reach deep down into the crust and even offset the Moho may broaden to shear zones at depth and lead to a pervasive deformation of the crustal rocks (Figure 1C). As a result such a thick-skinned tectonics, the entire crust is thickened.

The aim of this review paper is to make a comparative analysis of the architecture of mountain ranges based on case studies, to discuss the relation of this architecture to the plate tectonic setting,
to compare the sequence of thrust faulting for thin- and thick-skinned types, and to address some of the mechanical aspects of the formation of thin- and thick-skinned tectonic styles.

**Figure 1.** Schematic cross-sections showing the basic styles of thin-skinned and thick-skinned tectonics. (A) Thin-skinned style; (B) Basement-involved thin-skinned style; (C) Thick-skinned style.

1.1. Historical Background

First mention of the question regarding how deep thrust faults extend down into the subsurface occurred in the Colorado Rockies. Here, [2,3] distinguished between thin-shelled and thick-shelled mountain ranges. Reference [4] discussed the question in the Appalachians. In his review on the evolution of our understanding of the Appalachian structures he differentiated between a thin-skinned and a thick-skinned school of thought. Early workers assumed that the thrust faults mapped in the Valley and Ridge Province kept their steep dip observed at the surface to greater depths. It wasn’t until tectonic windows were discovered in the more internal parts of this province that the subsurface continuation of these thrust faults as nearly horizontal structures was recognized. The cross-section by Gwinn [5], shown in Figure 2A, the Blue Ridge is interpreted as autochthonous basement uplift rather than as allochthonous basement thrust sheet.

The terminology of thick-skinned and thin-skinned style has been adopted widely. Early workers deciphered the tectonic style by structural mapping and projection techniques. In case of the
Alps, [6] (see Figure 2B) and [7] speculated on the deep structure of the mountain belt and both postulated the existence of thin basement slices. In the Scottish Caledonides, [8] produced a large-scale cross-section from existing maps and from down-plunge projection and suggest a basement-involved thin-skinned style (Figure 2C). In the Bhutan Himalaya [9] recognized that the more than 15 km thick sheet of crystalline basement rocks of the Higher Himalaya is thrust onto the Lesser Himalaya along the Main Central Thrust (Figure 2D). Reference [10] speculated that the crystalline basement is involved in a ductile style in the internal part of the Marañon fold-and-thrust belt of the Central Andes of Peru (Figure 2E). In the North American Cordillera work by [11–15], just to name a few, discussed the involvement of crystalline basement in the Sevier, Laramide and Canadian Rocky Mountain fold-and-thrust belts. If the thin-skinned style was widely accepted, the exact nature of structures involving crystalline basement provoked discussions over decades. Figure 2F shows a solution proposed by [15] in Wyoming. In the Alice Springs orogeny (Australia) a crustal section involving both lower and upper crust for the Arltunga nappe complex) has been presented by [16]. Figure 2G highlights the thick-skinned nature of this thrust belt.
Figure 2. Cross-sections showing the evolution of thought on thick- and thin-skinned tectonic styles. The cross-sections were redrawn from original published versions. (A) Appalachian structure from the Valley and Ridge to the Blue Ridge province (modified from [5]). (B) Western Central Alps as interpreted by [6]. (C) Scottish Caledonides (redrawn and simplified from [8]. (D) Bhutan Himalaya (redrawn and adapted from [9]). (E) Marañon fold-and-thrust belt of the Central Andes in Peru (adapted from [10]). (F) Sevier fold-and-thrust belt of Wyoming (redrawn from [15]). (G) Arltunga nappe complex of the Ellis Springs orogen in Australia (redrawn from [16]).

With more reflection seismic lines gathered for research and hydrocarbon exploration becoming available, mapping of the subsurface structures made a great step forward. As a consequence the discussion on thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonic styles involved new areas, many of which were of interest for hydrocarbon exploration.
1.2. Thrust Faults and Décollement Layers

Thrust faults were discovered in thin-skinned thrust belts where older strata came to lie on top of younger strata. Early discoveries were made in the Swiss Alps (Glarus thrust; [17]), in the Appalachians [18], in the Scottish Caledonides (Moine thrust; [19,20]) or in the Scandinavian Caledonides [21]. The term “thrust” was coined by Archibald Geikie in Scotland in 1884.

The mechanical problem of moving thrust sheets along a thrust fault has attracted the attention of a number of researchers (see [22] for a review). The “nappe paradox” stated by [23] went to say that a thin and long sheet of rocks cannot be moved by pushing from the rear because the limited strength of the rocks would lead to breaking up of the sheet and thus the stress could not transmitted far enough. They solved the problem by introducing the effect of a fluid pressure at the base of the thrust sheet, thereby reducing the friction. As pointed out by [22], as early as 1909 [24] suggested that a viscous behavior (viscous liquid friction) under geological strain rates would allow the thrust sheet to be moved by push from the rear. A Newtonian or non-Newtonian viscous behavior with a weak basal layer of a thrust sheet was invoked by [25] to move a thrust sheet. All these explanations involve a weak zone at the base of a thrust sheet.

Processes associated with thrust faults and décollement layers have been studied by analog and numerical experiments. A selection of these experiments are documented in the Supplementary Material.

1.2.1. Geometric Aspects of Thrust Faults

Thrust faults in sedimentary cover sequences often display uneven fault geometry. Bedding parallel segments following mechanically weak sediments (e.g., shale, marl, evaporite) alternate with ramps where the fault climbs at a high angle across mechanically strong layers (e.g., carbonates).

The geometry of such a sedimentary sequence and associated décollement structures has been summarized by [26] for the Appalachians. There, two décollement layers may be distinguished (see Figure 3A). The lower décollement layer lies near the base of the Palaeozoic sequence within the Waynesboro (or the equivalent Rome) Formation, locally within the slightly younger Conasauga Group. These units consist mainly of shale and siltstone, and to a lesser degree of sandstone, dolostone and limestone. Towards the northwest the décollement steps up through a stiff carbonate-dominated layer into an upper décollement. This upper décollement is located within formations of Ordovician to Carboniferous age and differing composition; predominant lithologies include shale, clastics and evaporites. Figure 3A shows the step up of the décollement for areas with thick clastic wedges. In segments where the décollement layer contains evaporites, its thickness underwent significant changes due to folding in the units above. In segments containing shale layers, thickness changes are less pronounced.

The relative thickness of mechanically weak and strong layers is a key factor controlling the style of deformation in the hanging wall of a décollement. If the décollement layer is thick, detachment folds develop, where the originally thick weak layer is able to fill the cores of anticlines. As can be shown in the Alps, if the ratio between the thicknesses of the weak and the strong layer is small (<0.5) imbricate thrusting occurs [27]. Figure 3B is a cross-section through the Helvetic nappe system in eastern Switzerland. The Glarus thrust is the basal décollement of the Helvetic nappes. An upper décollement in the marl and shale of the Palfris Formation allowed the Cretaceous strata to travel farther north than the underlying Jurassic strata. Between the Glarus thrust and the Säntis thrust, a transition from imbricate thrust faulting in the NNW to detachment folding in the SSE can be observed in the Late Jurassic Quinten Limestone. The Quinten Limestone is a thick and poorly bedded shelf limestone sequence that forms the mechanically stiff layer in the Helvetic nappe system. The thrust faults level off in the underlying Middle Jurassic sandstones and shales, which deform more easily and gradually increase in thickness towards the SSE, the more distal part of the shelf. Thus the change in style is clearly related to the depositional environment of these sediments. Deeper down in the cross-section, in the cover of the Aar massif, the Middle Jurassic sandstones are very thin, and the Palfris Formation is absent altogether. This explains why the cover forms harmonic folds within the Mesozoic strata, which also affect the underlying crystalline basement.
Figure 3. (A) Diagram showing the trace of future décollements in the Appalachian-Ouachita orogen, valid for areas with thick clastic wedges (based on [26,28]); (B) Cross-section trough the Helvetic nappe system of eastern Switzerland obtained from down-plunge projection. The transition from imbricate thrusting to detachment folding highlighted by the Late Jurassic Quinten Limestone is caused by thickness changes of the mechanically weak layer, a Middle Jurassic sandstone-shale sequence.

1.2.2. Mechanical Aspects of Thrust Faults

The “nappe paradox” states that the basal friction of a block moving on a fault surface is so high that the block would break apart under the stress associated from a push from the rear [29]. This “model” of a rigid block moving on a basal thrust by push from the rear has been criticized as being
unrealistic regarding surface forces versus body forces and moving entirely rigidly with slip occurring simultaneously over the entire length of the fault surface (see discussion in [29,30]). Reference [23] got around the paradox by admitting that pore fluid pressure at the base of the block reduces the friction.

In natural situations of thrust faulting it is appropriate to distinguish between cases with pre-existing zones of weakness and cases where weak zones are newly formed. Pre-existing weak zones are present in sedimentary sequences of thrust belts developed from passive margins. These typically consist of alternating layers of mechanically weak and strong rocks. Weak layers, which serve as décollement horizons, consist of evaporites (salt or anhydrite), shale, thin-bedded sequences of shale and sandstone or mélangé formations containing blocks of varying lithologies embedded in a shale rich matrix. Pre-existing décollement layers are typical for thin-skinned tectonics.

Whereas these weak layers provide a priori a reduced resistance at the base of a thrust sheet, several possibilities exist to facilitate slip along thrust faults or narrow shear zones within mechanically strong units. Fluids circulating along a fault contact will reduce the friction on the fault surface [23] and may also contribute to weakening of the neighboring rocks [31]. Strain softening in the course of motion along a fault represents an additional possibility for maintaining a weak fault zone. Strain softening may be considered as resulting from recrystallization associated with grain-scale plastic deformation or, alternatively, from reaction softening [32,33]. These processes are important in the context of thick-skinned tectonics involving crystalline rocks. [31,32] postulate that mylonitic shear zones in the crust become continually weaker owing to the rising temperatures within the shear zone. Reference [33–37] argue that faults within crystalline basement become weak because of reaction softening: phyllosilicate-rich mylonites (phyllonites) form from the mechanical breakdown of feldspars, which is followed by a chemical breakdown in the presence of a fluid, or grain-size reduction allowing grain-boundary sliding. Reference [38] report that the crystalline basement in the external parts of the Western Alps deformed in a brittle-ductile regime with distributed shear within spaced shear zones or shear bands that are up to a few hundred meters thick. The focusing of deformation into distinct shear zones, in which phyllonite formation is observed [38], corresponds to an overall weakening of the basement blocks. Reference [39] discusses how thrust faults may propagate through crystalline basement by deformation ahead of a propagating fault tip. This deformation is thought to create damage and thus strain weakening. Similarly, [40] argued that crystalline basement rocks weaken with increasing displacement along a thrust fault or fault zone.

1.2.3. Displacement along Thrust Faults

Displacements across a fault are determined in cross-sections from the offset of originally contiguous points in its hanging wall and footwall. If this cross-section is drawn exactly parallel to the transport direction, the measured offset corresponds to a net slip (see discussion in [41]). The determination of the exact transport direction can be very difficult if not impossible owing to the lack of unambiguous criteria. If present, features like stretching lineations or striations on fault surfaces, lateral ramps or branch lines provide criteria [42,43]. In many published cross-sections the transport direction is taken to be perpendicular to the regional fold axes, an assumption that is not always fulfilled and needs careful evaluation. Stretching lineations or reoriented minor folds in the immediate vicinity of a thrust fault are difficult to observe when the fault trace is covered by scree derived from the highly deformed fault rocks.

The displacement (or net slip) along a thrust fault cannot be circumscribed as a single number because, as is the case for any fault or shear zone, it varies along the fault trace. Displacement changes can be gradual caused by differential stretching parallel to the thrust fault in its hanging wall and footwall, or it is abrupt when faults rejoin or splay off a master fault [41]. The changes in displacement are illustrated in the schematic cross-section shown in Figure 4. It is assumed that a higher thrust sheet has its basal thrust entering the cross-section at the lower left and leaving it at the upper right. In the thrust system below this thrust sheet, imbricate thrust faults in the “basement” merge upwards into a single thrust following a décollement layer which in turn splays upward into several imbricates. Displacement along each of the three imbricates in the “basement” increases upward
owing to differential stretch in the hanging wall and footwall rocks. As indicated by the length of the double arrows, stretch parallel to the thrust fault is assumed to be higher in the hanging wall. Two of the imbricate thrusts initiate at points A and B, or conversely, do not extend beyond these points down into the “basement”. The sedimentary cover of the basement imbricates is thought to be detached and transported along the major fault following the décollement layer to the right. The detached cover is internally deformed, with imbricate thrust faults splaying off the décollement layer. Going in the direction of motion, every imbricate thrust subtracts displacement from the major fault, and for each of the imbricate faults displacement diminishes upward as the fault ends blind in a fold core. The thrust system ends at point C.

![Diagram of displacement transfer along thrust faults](image)

**Figure 4.** Displacement transfer along thrust faults. See text for discussion.

### 1.2.4. Frontal and Basal Accretion

Multiple thrust faults and thrust sheets stacked on top of each other are typical characteristics for the internal geometry of orogens. At the front of orogens, nappe stacking involves detached cover rocks, whereas at a deeper level crystalline basement rocks are entailed. Nappe stacking increases the volume of the orogen with rock material being accreted at its front and base. [44] studied the factors influencing frontal and basal accretion at collisional margins by numerical modeling and found that the most influential factors are the rheology of the material, surface processes and the balance between inward and outward material flux. These models suggest that a mechanically strong crust with almost fully brittle material behavior develops frontal and basal accretion, which occur independently and spatially separated. The result of one of the critical experiments is shown in Figure 5. This model develops a nappe stack by off-scraping the sedimentary cover rocks along a weak detachment layer early on in the experiment. The thrust faults are numbered in their order of formation (1 through 6) and exhibit in-sequence thrusting from internal to external parts of the model orogen. Crustal material is accumulated as thrust sheets in the core of the model orogen (narrow shear zones are taken as equivalent to thrust faults). These shear zones are also number in their order of formation and show a downward propagation. Erosion facilitates the subsequent rise of the accreted crustal thrust sheets towards the surface, and gravity spreading in the uppermost part results in extension in the core of the model orogen parallel to the applied horizontal contraction.

Analog experiments on the growth of thrust wedges also demonstrate the importance of erosion and sedimentation on the internal growth and architecture of the wedge. Reference [45] discuss the importance of erosion and could show that basal accretion is directly linked to erosion.
1.2.5. Role of Pre-Existing Normal Faults

For passive margin sequences as discussed above for the Appalachians and the Helvetic domain, thickness variations are mostly gradual and the detached cover is of “layered cake” type. Where such sequences are associated with syn-sedimentary normal faulting, the detachment of the cover rocks encounters several problems.

1. A décollement at the base of the succession is likely to be cut by the extensional faults and if the displacement is of importance, a through going detachment must overcome steps.

2. The sediments deposited in the hanging wall of syn-sedimentary normal faults are likely to be different from the ones in its footwall. As a result sedimentary strata with different mechanical behavior may be juxtaposed and act as lateral heterogeneity in the course of subsequent horizontal compression and detachment. Numerical experiments suggest that folds develop preferentially at such heterogeneities [46].

3. In case of syn-sedimentary faulting with steeply dipping normal faults and thick basin fill, the sediments are in part deposited directly adjacent to the crystalline basement. Upon detachment of the basin fill in compression the steep normal faults are ill oriented for reactivation during the expulsion of the basin fill. There is a wealth of literature on this process of “basin inversion” with studies based on numerical and analog experiments as well as on natural examples [47]. Already in 1911 [48] postulated that basement highs and lows inherited from Mesozoic extensional faulting influenced the locations of subsequent compressional tectonics.

Reference [49] modelled the formation of a symmetric rift followed by coaxial compression and associated inversion of the rift to examine the reactivation of normal faults in compression. The rheological layering of the crust was modeled as a brittle upper crust, a semi-brittle middle crust and a weak lower crust. In the model, the upper crust was represented by pre-rift and syn-rift sediments. The cross-section shown in Figure 6 is from experiment 1 (M17, cross-section a) of [49] and shows the final state after 2.5 cm of extension followed by 5 cm of shortening. Three types of faults may be discerned in the antiformal dome: reactivated normal faults associated with the incipient rift, newly formed reverse faults outside the incipient rift, and newly formed normal faults at the top of the dome within the syn-rift sediments. Upwelling of the model’s weak crust in the core of the dome occurred already in the early stages of shortening and continued throughout the inversion. An important consequence of this upwelling is the rotation of the normal faults within the rift. More specifically,
the rift-margin fault rotated from a steep dip of 60° to 65° to less than 45° near the end of the experiment. The displacement along these reactivated faults is relatively small; from which it follows that reactivation was not very efficient. New reverse faults formed outside the rift, the first ones right next to the rift-margin faults, the following successively farther away. The normal faults at the top of the dome formed in the latest stage of inversion as a result of extension related to updoming. All in all it seems that the inversion involved a passive rotation of the model’s upper and middle crust owing to upwelling of the lower crust. The small scale folds visible between the reactivated faults and the new reverse fault indicate that the material between the faults was extended in a direction parallel to the faults, which contributes to the upward escape of material in the course of inversion.

Figure 6. Inversion of a symmetric rift. Lower diagram shows final rift stage, upper diagram geometry after inversion. Redrawn from [49], their experiment 1 [M17].

Pre-existing shear zones or intrusive contacts within crystalline basement may focus deformation upon crustal contraction. For example, [50] refer to this process for the nucleation of thrust faults in the Sierras Pampeanas of Argentina where mylonite zones mark the limits between accreted continental fragments (see Section 2.4). In the Alps, [51] postulate that the intrusive contact of the Permian Rofna Porphyry complex was activated as frontal and basal thrust fault of the Suretta nappe during Alpine nappe stacking. For Taiwan, [39] infer that basin-related faults extended deep down into the continental crust and exerted an important control on the structure of the Taiwan orogen. Many other examples could be added here. In many instances, anisotropies within the crystalline basement are held responsible for fault nucleation and geometry in a rather loose way.

1.3. Driving Forces of Nappe Emplacement

A major point of concern in nappe tectonics is the driving forces responsible for movement of nappes. For example [24,25] dealt with a nappe sliding down a slope, while [23] considered motion on a horizontal fault plane. Reference [52,53] considered gravity to play a major role even if the thrust
sheet moves uphill. In their model of gravity spreading, the mass responsible for the surface slope $\alpha$ acts as driving force. Reference [52] derived an equation for the shear stress $\tau$ at the base of a thrust sheet, which undergoes ductile simple shear in its basal zone that has a minimum thickness of about 5 km

$$\tau = \rho g H \alpha$$

$\rho$ density of the rocks, $H$ the thickness of the thrust sheet and $g$ the gravitational acceleration. In such a model, a steep basal slope, such as for example present at the toe of thrust sheets, will incite compressive surface forces. Reference [54,55] discuss a theoretical model implying horizontal forces pushing an orogenic wedge from the rear. The rocks in the wedge and at its base are on the verge of failure. As the wedge is pushed up the basal slope, the material within the wedge deforms to attain the critical taper geometry in compression. The resistance to shear at the base of the wedge is counteracted by gravity (the surface slope as in the model of [52] and the push from the rear, which depends on the taper angle.

Buoyancy is a force moving low-density rock volumes upward towards the surface. Apart the well-known phenomena of salt diapirs and mantled gneiss domes, [56,57] show that a buoyant rise (or escape) of crystalline basement blocks, which previously had moved down to greater depth by subduction, represents a feasible way to move crustal blocks upward.

Figure 7 is a very schematic graphical representation of the possible motors of nappe movement. Body forces caused by gravity tend to spread the mountain range and reduce the surface slope. A horizontal push is required to stem up thrust sheets on steeply dipping thrust faults. These forces may be explained by the convergence of the two plates. Buoyant rise is envisaged to affect deeply buried slices of continental crust [57]. Such a buoyant rise is likely to affect the rocks above the rising material as well.

![Figure 7. Motors of thrust sheet motion—a very simple scheme.](image)

As pointed out by many authors (for example [58] and references therein), erosion also affects the uphill motion and thickening of thrust sheets. In an orogenic wedge erosion will provoke more
internal deformation of the wedge, including uphill motion, to get the wedge back into a critical state [54,55]. One may also consider that any rock uplift by motion and thickening of thrust sheets will be enhanced because erosion removes some of the load, which has to be dragged up passively. Numerous numerical and analog models have shown the importance of surface processes (erosion and sedimentation) on the evolution of the internal structure of (model) orogens ([42,59–63] just to name a few). At orogen scale, a mountain range with a crustal root formed in a thick-skinned tectonic style that is submitted to horizontal shortening and to erosional surface processes may decay by “erosional collapse” or “subsurface collapse”, depending on the intensity of erosion [64]. If, according to their model, the removal of material by erosion is compensated by elastic rebound, the mountain range can actually grow.

1.4. Case Studies: Choice and Structure of Presentation

The rationale for the choice of case studies was determined by three conditions:

1. The availability of geophysical data, namely seismic sections.
2. The presence of extensive previous work regarding structure and tectonics setting.
3. Coverage of all the different types of orogens.

For the structure of presentation a distinction was made between active and ancient orogens. Because active orogens also have an early history, some of the orogens appear in both categories. Active orogens, where mountain building processes are directly observable, are discussed first. These samples cover the main types of orogens and specific features regarding thin-skinned and thick-skinned behavior. In the next sections, ancient orogens are grouped according to the prevailing plate tectonic setting (continent-continent collision and subduction), and to specific features related to thin- and thick-skinned tectonics (contraction of large passive margins, basin inversion and classic thin-skinned tectonics involving evaporites and water-saturated sediments).

Although lateral variations of structures in mountain belts are typical, the discussion of structures is performed in 2D cross-sectional view. A 3D discussion of these structures, although important for many aspects, would be beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader can find information on these variations in the literature cited for individual case studies.

The examples presented cover distinct places on the globe and include several aspects of tectonic style. Some of the case studies are therefore discussed at more than one occasion. In order to avoid a great number of individual structural maps accompanying the cross-sections, structural maps showing the traces of cross-sections are assembled in Figure 8. The labels next to the traces in Figure 8 correspond to the figure number of the cross-sections.
Figure 8. (A) Schematic tectonic map of North America, with insets of North American Cordillera and Appalachians. (B) Schematic tectonic map of South America, with insets of detailed maps within the Andes. (C1) Schematic tectonic map of Europe—North Africa. (C2) Detailed maps of Caledonian and Variscan orogens within Europe. (C3) Detailed maps of Alpine orogens within Europe and North Africa. (D1) Schematic tectonic map of Eurasia. (D2) Detailed maps of the Zagros Range, the Makran accretionary complex, the Salt Range Potwar Plateau area and the Himalaya. (E1) Schematic tectonic map of Australia. (E2) Detailed maps of the New England orogen and the Alice Springs orogen in Central Australia. (F) Schematic tectonic map of Taiwan.

2. Active Mountain Belts

2.1. Himalaya of Nepal

The Himalaya thrust belt is an outstanding example of an active mountain belt where ductile creep and seismic slip along a single important thrust fault, the Main Himalaya thrust, can be observed. For most of its length this thrust fault is located deep in the crust and thus is of thick-skinned nature.

The discussion is centered on a cross section located in the central Himalaya at ~85° E shown (see Figure 9) that is based on [65–68].

Reference [69] provides an in-depth discussion on the structure of the Himalaya thrust belt and highlights lateral changes along strike that affect lithologies and décollement layers, as well as nappe structures. Reference [70] presents a summary of the metamorphic overprint of the Himalayan rocks. Reference [68] gives an in-depth discussion of the entire thrust belt including geophysical, geodetic and thermochronometric data bearing witness to the recent activity of the Himalaya thrust belt. Generally speaking, four major units are distinguished in the Himalayan thrust belt, from top to
bottom: the Tethyan Himalaya, the Greater Himalaya Crystalline complex, the Lesser Himalaya thrust belt and the Sub-Himalaya.

The Tethyan Himalaya is a thrust belt consisting of mainly Palaeozoic–Mesozoic sediments that are unmetamorphosed with a local amphibolite facies overprint [70]. Shortening within the Tethyan Himalaya thrust belt amounts to a minimum estimate of 110–140 km (references [69]). Thrusting started in the Eocene at about 50 Ma and ceased in the Late Miocene at 11–8 Ma.

Unmetamorphosed Palaeozoic sediments of the Tethyan Himalaya overlie high-grade metamorphic rocks of the Great Himalayan Crystalline complex along the South Tibetan detachment. This detachment consists actually of a system of faults forming a fault zone that is a few kilometers thick and contains several subparallel faults and shear zones with top-to-the north and top-to-the south senses of shear [69]. Usually the same Cambrian–Ordovician strata are found in the hanging wall of the South Tibetan detachment, which is indicative for a hanging wall flat. Displacement along this flat cannot be estimated because of the lack of cut-off lines. According to [71] the South Tibetan detachment was active from 27–25 Ma to 17–15 Ma.

The Greater Himalaya Crystalline complex is made of Late Proterozoic-Palaeozoic metasediments that show an upper amphibolite to granulite facies metamorphic overprint [70]. The rocks are intruded by Oligocene-Miocene leucogranites [65]. The upper part of the crystalline complex shows a higher metamorphic overprint compared to the lower part, the limit being marked by a shear zone, the High Himalayan Discontinuity ([2]; see Figure 9). Peak temperatures above this discontinuity reached 700 °C at 32–25 Ma and thus earlier than the 600 °C peak reached in the lower part at 20–16 Ma [72].

The Main Central thrust is the boundary between the high-grade Greater Himalaya Crystalline complex and the underlying less metamorphosed metasediments of the Lesser Himalaya. This thrust fault is characterized by a broad shear zone with the foliation parallel to the thrust contact. The Main Central thrust was active from 23 Ma to 18 Ma [69,73], then became inactive and was crosscut by Lesser Himalaya thrust faults. Reference [73] postulate that the northern segment was (re)activated from 8–3 Ma, while [74] propose that the Main Central thrust has been active throughout the past 20 Myrs. Estimates for the displacement along the Main Central thrust are between 140 and 200 km [65], the last 30 km of which occurred in the past 3 Ma according to [73]. These authors, as well as [74,75] also suggest that the inverse metamorphic zonation observed at the Main Central thrust is the result of basal accretion of slices in the footwall of the thrust in the course of the Miocene-Pliocene phase of its activity.

The Lesser Himalaya thrust belt consists of mainly Proterozoic metasediments with a greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphic overprint, but the youngest sediments are of Miocene age. According to [76,77] the thrust belt shows a progressive increase in metamorphism towards the top that has been explained by the effect of the overlying “hot” Greater Himalaya Crystalline complex. But as pointed out above, basal accretion is nowadays taken to explain the inverse metamorphic gradient near the Main Central thrust. The Lesser Himalaya thrust belt is a thin-skinned style nappe stack forming a hinterland dipping duplex in the north, which raised the Main Central thrust in its hanging wall (Tamar Kohla dome of [77]) and imbricate thrust sheets in the south. Some of the Lesser Himalaya thrust faults are cut by the Main Central thrust (and thus older), others cut across the Main Central thrust (e.g., the Sun Kosi thrust; [65]). Dating of thrusting is difficult. It possibly started in Late Eocene to Early Oligocene times (41–35 Ma) and lasted into the Late Miocene [69].

The Main Boundary thrust forms the base of the Lesser Himalayan thrust belt. Cenozoic strata outcrop in its footwall, whereas the hanging wall is made of Chlorite-Biotite phyllites, which seem to form the décollement layer. Motion along this thrust fault occurred in Late Miocene to Pliocene times [69] and shortening is estimated to be on the order of 20–50 km [65].

The Sub-Himalaya encompasses Neogene Siwaliks that were shortened by imbricate thrusting with a décollement layer within the Lower Siwaliks [65]. Shortening in this transect is estimated at ~20 km [65]). The Main Frontal thrust represents the outermost thrust fault and puts Neogene Siwaliks onto the Quaternary foreland strata. Deformation is still ongoing.
The Main Frontal, Main Boundary and Main Central thrusts all merge into a basal detachment, the Main Himalayan thrust (see Figure 9). The Main Himalayan thrust forms a ramp beneath the antiform in the northern Lesser Himalaya (the Tamar Khola dome of [77]). As shown by [66,68] this area is characterized by a high seismic activity (shown in Figure 9), which is most likely caused by microseismic slip around the ramp region (and some deformation in the hanging wall and footwall of the Main Himalaya thrust as strain accumulates in the vicinity of the ramp). Simultaneously aseismic creep takes place along the deeper part of the thrust fault. [66] could show that above this seismic zone uplift rates determined from leveling data and horizontal velocities derived from GPS measurements both increase rapidly towards the north (Figure 9, top). These active deformation processes are sustained by a steep elevation gradient above the ramp with average elevation rising from about 2000 to 5000 m a.s.l. [68]. This author concluded that this elevation gradient formed in response to ongoing slip along the Main Himalayan thrust rather than being caused by the Late Miocene reactivation of the thrust as suggested by [73]. Reference [78] discuss the recent Gorkha earthquake (2015) and could show that this earthquake ruptured the Main Himalayan thrust and uplifted the Kathmandu Basin while the High Himalaya farther to the north subsided. The authors also conclude that the Main Himalaya thrust may accommodate all of the active convergence and that there is no need for additional smaller thrust faults. Furthermore they propose that the regional surface uplift occurs during the post-seismic and interseismic phases.

The South Tibetan detachment forms an antiform some 20 km south of the Indus-Yarlung suture (see Figure 9). This antiform has been explained by different mechanisms. Reference [79] express the possibility that the Kangmar dome, one of the North Himalayan gneiss domes located farther east at 91° E, developed above a ramp of the Gyirong-Kangmar thrust, which was active at about 11 Ma. This thrust fault ceases to exist and is not recognized along the traverse of Figure 9; it is therefore indicated as a possible blind thrust. Reference [80] on the other hand postulate that the North Himalayan gneiss domes, which outcrop along the entire Himalaya, are the consequence of buoyant uplift caused by leucogranite intrusions. In case of the domes that they analyzed (Yalashangbo and Ramba), shear senses down-dip of the domes support this idea.

At the northern limit of the Tethyan Himalaya thrust belt, a major south dipping thrust, the Great Counter thrust (also named Renbu-Zedong thrusts) carried these units northwards onto the Indus-Yarlung suture. The Great Counter thrust was active between 25 and 9 Ma, the displacement is at least 38 km but could be much higher [69]. INDEPTH seismic profiling [81] yielded reflections in line Tib-5, which could be related to this thrust fault (e.g., imaging a thick mylonite zone along the fault), and therefore the thrust fault is extended downward into the Greater Himalaya Crystalline complex in Figure 9 over a longer distance. However, it has to be noted that an interference with the leucogranite intrusions cannot be ruled out as the latter are dated between 25 and 15 Ma [72], i.e., contemporaneous to the early history of the Great Counter thrust.

Dating of thrusting by [72] suggests that the South Tibetan detachment was active between 27–25 Ma and 17–15 Ma, the Higher Himalaya Discontinuity shear zone between 25 and 16 Ma, and the Main Central thrust in a first pulse between 23–19 Ma and 18–16 Ma and reactivated between 10–8 Ma and 8–3 Ma. This means that the Main Central thrust was not coeval with but post-dated the South Tibetan detachment, which is an argument against the channel flow mechanism proposed by [82]. According to this model, the High Himalaya metamorphic sequence is interpreted to be extruded southward as a 15–20 km thick sheet bounded by the Main Central thrust beneath and the South Tibetan detachment above.

Regarding the entire Himalaya thrust belt, it is generally accepted that thrusting propagated southwards, the Main Frontal thrust being the last in the sequence. The temporal relationship between thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonics displayed by the Main Central thrust and the imbricate thrusts within the Lesser Himalaya are complex: thin-skinned thrusting preceded the early Main Central thrust, which in turn was updomed by subsequent thin-skinned thrusting in its footwall. However, the thin-skinned thrusts in the Lesser Himalaya connected at depth with the thick-skinned Main Himalaya thrust, similar to the Main Boundary and Main Frontal thrusts and the recent activity as discussed above. Thus thin-skinned and thick-skinned tectonics are separated in
space but not in time. The thick-skinned nature of the Main Central thrust is highlighted by coeval motion along this thrust and deformation of its hanging wall (Great Counter thrust and doming of the South Tibetan detachment).

The entire nappe pile of the Himalaya thrust belt as displayed in Figure 9 shows the thin-skinned tectonic style with a basal detachment along the Main Frontal and the Main Boundary thrusts. The Main Himalaya thrust including the Main Central thrust represent involve a large thrust sheet of upper crustal crystalline basement that has been displaced over at least 200 km [83]. Unlike in many other orogens the rock types that acted as décollement layer within the crust are only accessible where the thrust faults break surface and little is known about the structural evolution of the phyllites and foliated gneisses accompanying the South Tibetan detachment or the Main Central thrust. The northern part of the nappe pile which is in contact with the Indus-Yarlung suture and the Lhasa terrane is also characterized by a thick-skinned tectonic style with pervasive strain in the thermally weakened crust. The detachment of the upper crust from the lower crust and the northward extension of the lower crust is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.6.

Reference [71] discussed the Himalaya thrust belt in terms of critical taper theory [84]. Whereas the critical taper theory assumes that the rocks within the wedge are at failure and internal deform of the wedge occurs by imbricate thrusting and folding [84], current deformation within the Himalaya thrust belt is concentrated in one major thrust fault, the Main Himalaya fault [68]. But underplating along the main Himalaya fault and erosion of the Higher Himalaya may maintain a critical taper. From Figure 9 the basal décollement of the Himalaya thrust belt has an average slope of ~ 8° and the average surface slope is = 1.5°.

Reference [71] discussed the Himalaya thrust belt in terms of critical taper theory [84]. Whereas the critical taper theory assumes that the rocks within the wedge are at failure and internal deform of the wedge occurs by imbricate thrusting and folding [84], current deformation within the Himalaya thrust belt is concentrated in one major thrust fault, the Main Himalaya fault [68]. But underplating along the main Himalaya fault and erosion of the Higher Himalaya may maintain a critical taper. From Figure 9 the basal décollement of the Himalaya thrust belt has an average slope of ~ 8° and the average surface slope is = 1.5°.

**Figure 9.** Cross-section of the Himalaya orogen at ~85° E based on [65–68,71]. Interseismic velocities from [66]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(D1,D2).

### 2.2. Zagros of Iran

The Zagros mountain chain of Iran is made of three major zones which can be followed over 1500 km along strike, the Zagros Fold belt in the SW, the Zaros Imbricate belt (also called Crush zone)
and the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone in the NE. These zones are derived from three palaeogeographic domains, the Arabian plate in the SW, the Neotethys Ocean, most of which was subducted, and the Iranian block and Eurasian plate in the NE. The Zagros Fold belt represents the detached and folded cover of the Arabian margin overlying a slightly deformed basement. The Zagros Imbricate belt consists of thin thrust sheets derived from the Neotethys Ocean that have been obducted onto the Arabian margin and were subsequently folded as the cover of the NE distal part of the Arabian margin was detached and gently folded. The Sanandaj-Sirjan zone belongs to a microplate, which was amalgamated with the Iranian-Eurasian plate [85].

The passive margin of the Arabian plate developed starting with Permian rifting and the ensuing opening of Neotethys [86]. Subduction of this ocean started in the Middle Jurassic (170 Ma). As discussed in [86–88], the Zagros mountain chain evolved from a protracted orogeny with several phases:

1. Obduction of Neotethyan oceanic crust onto the Arabian margin in the Late Cretaceous (~100–70 Ma) which set the starting point for the formation of the Zagros Imbricate zone.
2. Exhumation of high-pressure assemblages at the SW margin of the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone [87,89–91] in Late Cretaceous times.
3. Further thrusting in the Zagros Imbricate belt in Eo-Oligocene times [92]. Neotethys was closed by ~35 Ma.
4. Onset of collision between the Arabian and Iranian plates which started no later than 25–23 Ma [87] and led to the formation of the Zagros Fold belt by detachment folding and subsequent thrusting within the underlying crystalline basement. Collision is possibly still ongoing [88,92–94].

Reference [95] estimate a total of ~1300 km of convergence between Arabia and Iran since 56 Ma, of which ~300 km occurred in the time period since 32 Ma. In comparison, as estimated from balancing cross-sections, only 50–89 km [88], resp. 150–180 km [86] of shortening is recorded in the Zagros fold-and-thrust belt to have occurred since the Late Cretaceous.

Several cross-sections across the Zagros have been published (see reviews of [86,88]). In the central Zagros, geophysical traverses determined the geometry of the crust-mantle boundary [88,96] combined the lithospheric structure with a balanced section along more or less the same traverse. This traverse was used for the cross-section shown in Figure 10A. The structure of the Zagros Fold and Imbricate belts are taken from [88], the Moho from [96] and the internal structure of the Sanadaj-Sirjan zone was constructed from the geologic map of Iran compiled by [97].

One of the striking features of the cross-section of the Central Zagros Mountains is the crustal root beneath the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone where the Moho reaches to depths in excess of 60 km. Reference [96] hypothesize that the crustal root reflects a doubling of continental crust by the Main Zagros thrust. In their model the continuation of the Main Zagros thrust in the lithospheric mantel is not discussed and the thickened Arabian crust beneath the Zagros Main thrust is not explained. Reference [88] explain the crustal thickening by crustal thrust faults that cut across the entire Arabian crust and level off in the lowermost crust. In Figure 10A the thrust faults are considered as ending at mid-crustal level. The more external Main Frontal, Surmeh and High Zagros thrusts have all relatively minor displacements which can easily be considered to diminish to nil by differential stretch in their hanging and footwalls (see Figure 3). The nameless crustal thrusts beneath the Zagros Imbricate belt have somewhat higher displacements which could also diminish downward and give way to a more ductile deformation in the more deeply buried lower crust similar to the situation in the Alps discussed later (Sections 2.6 and 3.1.7) or the Himalaya (Figure 9).

A major change in structural style occurs at the décollement layer located in the Hormuz Formation. The latter consists of salt, anhydrite, dolostone and shale [98], which was originally 1000–1500 m thick but was greatly thickened by halokinesis in the cores of antclines [93]. The Palaeozoic-Cenozoic sequence above the Hormuz Formation displays relatively open folds. Where the Main Frontal, Surmeh and High Zagros thrust faults break surface the average elevation of the folded strata makes a considerable step owing to the activity of the thrust faults. This point is illustrated in Figure 10B, which shows a detailed section of the Main Frontal thrust in the NW Zagros. It is redrawn and modified from [86] and illustrates the presence of multiple detachments. The Main Frontal thrust is
shown to cut through the décollement layer of the Hormuz Formation, which is coring the Anaran anticline. A splay of the fault rejoins a décollement layer located in the Mio-Pliocene Gashsaran Formation. Obviously the Anaran anticline and the associated Main Frontal thrust post-date the deposition of the folded Mio-Pliocene Agha Jari Formation. The offset of the Hormuz décollement by the basement thrust suggests that at this location the thin-skinned deformation of the Arabian cover pre-dates the thick-skinned deformation of the Arabian crust.

In the most internal part of the Zagros Imbricate belt the folds in the detached strata are even more open and also affect the basal thrust fault of the overlying thin thrust sheets derived from the Neotethys Ocean.

The Main Zagros thrust represents the basal thrust of the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone and has a displacement far in excess of the thrust faults in the Folded and Imbricate Zagros. High-pressure/low-temperature assemblages have been described in its hanging wall [90,91], which underline the importance of this thrust fault.

The Sanandaj-Sirjan zone consists of a variety of rock types, including Palaeozoic-Mesozoic sequence overlying crystalline basement, ophiolites, granites of various ages and volcanic rocks (see map by [97]). The cross-section of Figure 10A contains all the units encountered at the surface, but the geometry shown at depth is somewhat speculative.

Deeper down, a slab of Arabian continental lithosphere dips at a very shallow angle beneath the Sandandaj-Sirian zone. The base of the lithosphere slab is at 200 to 250 km depth and its length is at least 600 km according to [99]. The geometry of this slab however changes towards the northwest ([88] for a detailed discussion). Reference [39] summarized the evolution of ideas and constraints regarding the structural style of the Zagros.

Regarding the entire cross-section, the thick-skinned tectonic style in the Arabian crust and the thin-skinned style in the detached cover sequence are obvious. To this regard, [100] analyzed the topography of the Zagros Fold Belt and found a correlation between the breaks in topography and thrust faults within the crystalline basement. They concluded that thick-skinned thrusting causes the topographic slope. An interesting question is whether the thin- and thick-skinned tectonics was contemporaneous. The fact that the Main Frontal, Surmeh and High Zagros thrusts raise the décollement layer and the detached cover unit step-like to a higher level suggests that the thin-skinned detachment occurred prior to the thick-skinned crustal deformation. A similar kinematic sequence is reported from the southeastern Zagros by [93] who date the thin-skinned deformation as Miocene–Pliocene, with an outward propagation of detachment folding, and the thick-skinned deformation as Pliocene–Recent. However, [92] propose a more complex interplay which starts with thick-skinned underplating of the tip of the continental Arabian plate in Early–Middle Miocene times (from ~20–16 Ma to 10 Ma). The thin-skinned detachment folds formed later and more or less coevally starting at around 5.5 Ma and continued throughout the Pliocene. These authors also suggest that, with the exception of the most external basement thrust fault beneath the Main Frontal thrust, the crustal faults beneath the Zagros Fold belt formed in a late phase of the thin-skinned detachment folding. The total shortening of the detached cover amounts to only 15 km [92] or 21 km [86], whereas the Arabian crust was shortened by 50 km according to [92].

The Zagros is known for its pronounced seismic activity. In the following, the discussion of this activity is concentrated along the transect of the Central Zagros illustrated in the cross-section of Figure 10A. References [88,101,102] cover the subject for the entire Zagros. The distribution of earthquake foci along the transect studied here reveals a seismogenic zone which includes the competent group of layers of sediments above the Hormuz Formation as well as the upper crust down to a depth of ~20 km [102]. These authors conclude that shortening related to folding correlates with seismogenic faulting in the cover sediments, while the crystalline basement beneath has a lower seismicity and must therefore be considered as being more rigid or, alternatively, deform aseismically by ductile creep. Farther to the north, in the High Zagros and beneath the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone, the basement deforms by aseismic creep. Focal mechanisms indicate thrusting in the southwestern Zagros Fold belt and strike-slip faulting in the adjacent region to the northeast [101]. Slip vectors determined from thrust faults are nearly parallel to the plate convergence direction (and thus
orthogonal to the fold axes), whereas for strike-slip faults slip vectors are more oblique suggesting an extensional component parallel to the orogen [101].

Reference [100] propose a critical wedge model for the Zagros, with a strong brittle upper crust above a weak viscous lower crust. Reference [103] on the other hand concluded from their study that the Zagros as a whole does not fulfill the conditions for an orogenic wedge with critical taper. They reckon that a critical taper geometry can only be assumed for the southwestern most Zagros Fold belt. There internal deformation of the wedge is expressed by seismogenic thrusting in both the upper crust and the sedimentary cover. In their view, only the frontal belt had a critical taper geometry at any moment the past. This belt is thought to have migrated to the SW, towards the foreland in time, and, in the sector behind the critical taper deformation within the wedge continued as aseismic ductile deformation of the basement. This thickening of the crust and the associated surface uplift are thought not to obey the laws of critical taper theory [103]. Reference [104] dated the most recent deformations in the Zagros Fold Belt by means of uplifted fluvial and marine terraces and concluded that the frontal part of the fold belt is currently accounting for much of the shortening fed in by the convergence between the Arabian and Iranian-Eurasian plates. They suggest a mechanism whereby the thin-skinned deformation with decoupling along the Hormuz formation occurs at the very front of the fold belt, whereas coeval thick-skinned crustal deformation takes place farther inboard. There, thick-skinned behavior post-dates locally thin-skinned tectonics because the basement thrusts deform the overlying décollement horizon.

Figure 10. (A) Cross-section of the Central Zagros chain, based on [88,96,97]. Crustal root is cored by thrust faults of the Zagros Imbricate belt. HP/LT belt: high-pressure/low-temperature metamorphic belt. Seismogenic zone after [102]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(D1,D2). (B) Cross-section of the Anaran anticline in the northwesten Zagros chain redrawn from [86]. The Anaran anticline is cored by the Main Frontal thrust which offsets the décollement in the Hormuz Formation.
Summing up, the present day situation of the Central Zagros is governed by a very shallow dipping Arabian continental plate dipping to the NE beneath the Eurasian plate. Its lower crust is deforming in a ductile manner absorbing thrust faults from within the upper crust. The crystalline basement of the upper crust is more rigid and deforms by seismogenic faulting. The sedimentary cover of the uppermost crust is detached from the crystalline basement along the Hormuz Formation and shortens by folding. This folding is accompanied by seismogenic faulting, which is of thrust nature at the SW tip of the Zagros Fold belt. The thin-skinned tectonic style of the Zagros Fold belt is locally interrupted by thrust faults emanating from the crystalline basement, which offset the décollement layer. This thick-skinned overprint is mild in comparison to the strain accumulated by detachment folding in the cover sediments.

2.3. Taiwan

The Taiwan orogen developed as convergence between the Luzon Island arc of the Philippine Sea plate and the Eurasian plate ended in an arc-continent collision. The arc-continent collision started at ~6.5 Ma [105] and resulted in a mountain belt that started growing between 5 to 4 Ma ([106] and references therein). Recent seismicity suggests that the mountain belt is still growing at the present.

The mountain belt consists of several units aligned more or less parallel to the Taiwan Island. These units represent various stages of the orogeny (e.g., [107]) and are briefly summarized going from east to west:

1. The Eastern Range, a Miocene volcanic arc with Plio-Pleistocene clastics that developed on the Philippine Sea plate.
2. The Central Range, which contains a pre-Cenozoic metamorphic complex (Tannao complex) with gneisses, marbles, metasediments, metabasites, ophiolites and Cretaceous granitoids, all of which are part of an ancient accretionary complex at the tip of the Eurasian plate.
3. The Backbone Range, which consists of Eocene to Miocene slates that have been metamorphosed up to greenschist grade. Some authors refer to this unit as Slate belt and consider it as part of the Central Range.
4. The Hsuehshan Range contains quartzites and slates of Eocene–Oligocene age that have been metamorphosed up to greenschist grade.
5. The Western Foothills are a fold-and-thrust belt consisting of Oligocene to Miocene non-metamorphic sandstones and shales.
6. The Coastal Plain, underlain by Pliocene to recent clastic sediments.

The pioneer paper by [108] discusses the variation along strike of the thick-skinned Taiwan thrust belt. [39] summarize the evolution of ideas on structural styles based on structural and geophysical data and emphasize the role of inherited structures of the margin.

A number of balanced cross-sections have been constructed in the Western Foothills [109–112], while [106,113,114] elaborated whole-lithosphere sections. The cross-sections by [112] and [114], complemented by the Moho topography of [106] provide a complete view of the orogen across central Taiwan and were used for the cross-sections shown in Figure 11.

The Eocene sediments of the Backbone Range and the Hsuehshan Range formed during rifting of the Eurasian margin, while the Oligocene to Miocene sediments are post-rift, and the Pliocene and younger clastics of the Western Foothills and Coastal Plain represent syn-orogenic sediments [112].

As visible from the general cross-section of Figure 11A, the continental crust of the Eurasian margin thickens from the Western Foothills towards the Central Range. Major, steeply dipping thrust faults (Shuilikeng, Til and Chinma thrusts) are responsible for the vertical uplift of the crustal rocks. In fact, [115] concluded from a study of the metamorphic zonation in the slates of the Backbone Range that the rocks in the core of this Range were exhumed by diapiric folding which took place in a transpressive regime indicated by the strike-slip components of the Lishan fault and the Chinma thrust. As evident from the folds and the Till thrust in the Hsuehshan Range, the uplifted basement blocks were also horizontally shortened. The extension of the Shuilikeng thrust and its intersection
with the Lishan fault at depth is speculative. Given the large displacement along the Shuangtung thrust which splays off the Shuilikeng thrust, and the potential connection with the basal detachment in the Western Foothills, it seems likely that the Shuilikeng thrust reaches deep down as indicated in Figure 11A. The area between the Shuilikeng thrust and the Lishan fault is characterized by enhanced seismic activity reaching down to a depth of 30 km [105,116,117], a fact that also points to a deep-reaching fault.

Beneath the Eastern Range, the Moho of the Philippine Sea plate defines a deep synform. Its continuation toward the Longitudinal Valley fault is not backed by any data [106]. Reference [105] suspect a steeply dipping broken off slab of forearc oceanic crust causing the deep position of the Moho, and [118] fill the gap towards the Longitudinal Fault with a Eurasian mantle wedge. In any case the Longitudinal Fault is a deep reaching plate boundary with an important strike-slip component.

The thick-thin-skinned style described above is in contrast to the thin-skinned style suspected from balancing techniques in the Western Foothills as presented by [119] who considered a shallow detachment for the Hsuehshan Range similar to the Western Foothills. Balanced cross-sections respecting basin inversion led [109,110] to the conclusion that basement is involved in thrusting as well. Reference [116] analyzed the distribution of earthquake foci and traced the basal detachment deep into the crystalline basement. They postulate a break in slope beneath the Hsuehshan Range and correlate this steepening with a rise in surface slope. References [111,112] also adopted a thick-skinned tectonic style. Figure 11B is a detail of the western part of Figure 11A. Here, the Chelungpu thrust levels off at depth into a décollement layer at the base of the Pliocene Cholan Fm. An additional, blind thrust is known from seismic data towards the west, which also levels into the same décollement layer. Reference [112] suspect that the décollement layer is even activated still farther to the west. Problematic is the continuation of the décollement to the east, where it meets the Shuilikeng thrust. It is difficult to envisage how the displacement of more than 5 km along the Chelungpu thrust could take place around a sharp bend in the thrust fault. Such an amount of displacement would require important differential stretch in the hanging wall and footwall to let the thrust die out at the sharp bend (see Figure 3). In contrast to the fold and thrust structure in the adjoining Hsuehshan Range, which is constrained by surface data, the internal deformation in the Cholan Fm is basically unknown. Admitting more internal strain than shown in the cross-section, differential stretch could let the décollement end where it intersects with the Shuilikeng thrust. Another possibility is to assume that the Shuilikeng thrust is younger (out-of-sequence) and cuts the Chelungpu thrust.

The present day activity of the Taiwan thrust belt is highlighted by the seismic activity and the uplift rates determined from precise leveling and GPS data. The seismic activity in the cross-section of Figure 11A was compiled from three data sets: clusters of earthquakes in the time period of 1990–2011 [117], the seismic energy release [112], and earthquake foci of the period from June to November 2016 retrieved from the Central Weather Bureau Seismic Network (CWBSN) of Taiwan. In the Western Foothills earthquakes are distributed along a 10 km thick band straddling the décollement level of the detached Pliocene sediments as noted already by [120]. The underlying crystalline basement is also affected by this activity, albeit to a lesser degree. Seismogenic faulting can be recognized in the crystalline basement of the Hsuehshan, Backbone and Central Ranges. Here pronounced clusters of earthquakes are aligned along the potential traces of the Shuilikeng, Lishan and Chinma thrusts.

A compilation of the data on active uplift (and subsidence) of Taiwan can be found in [121]. The curve shown in Figure 11A (top) represents a projection of these data gathered along strike of the cross-section farther south and north. Generally speaking uplift rates are highest in the Backbone and Central Ranges and drop off to subsidence towards the east (Eastern Range) and the west (Western Foothills and Western Coastal Plain). The modern uplift rates are comparable to long-term geological uplift rates except for the Central Range where modern uplift rates are much higher [121]. The modern subsidence rate in the Eastern Range in the transect of Figure 11A is in contradiction with the geologic vertical velocity rate (uplift) and might be due to interseismic elastic deformation according to [121]. Subsidence
in the Western Foothills and Western Coastal Plain is explained as resulting from long-term elastic loading of the Eurasian Plate by the Taiwan thrust belt and the withdrawal of water [121].

Figure 11. (A) Cross-section of central Taiwan and adjacent Philippine Sea plate based on [106,112,114]. Earthquake cluster after [117], seismic energy release data after [112], earthquake foci 2016 retrieved from Central Weather Bureau Seismic Network of Taiwan (CWBSN). Uplift rates constructed from [121]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8F. (B) Cross-section of the Western
Foothills and Hsuehshan Range of central Taiwan redrawn from [112]. Cross-section covers western part of Figure 11A.

To explain the dome shaped uplift pattern of the Taiwan thrust belt [121] suggested a model with a thrust fault along the décollement level of the Western Foothills extending into the crystalline basement beneath the Backbone and Central Ranges. Results from analog modeling also suggest such a scenario [63]. However, it has to be remembered that the Lishan, Chinma and Longitudinal Valley faults all have a strike-slip component and are likely to be steeply dipping faults as outlined by the seismicity.

2.4. Sierras Pampeanas of Argentina

The Sierras Pampeanas of Argentina located between 26° and 34° S represent Neogene basement uplifts that formed in the late stages of Andean compression. At this latitude, the subducting Nazca plate has a flat-slab segment that is caused by the buoyant Juan Fernandez ridge (Ramos et al., 2002). The present day convergence between the Nazca plate and South America is oriented ENE-WSW and occurs at a rate of 8.4 cm/a [122].

Within the Central Andes at this latitude, several terranes that were accreted to the Gondwana margin may be distinguished (see the cross-section along latitude 31° S shown in Figure 12A). From west to east they are:

1. The Chilenia terrane, built of gneisses, metasediments, metavolcanics and ultramafic lenses of Grenvillian age that are overprinted by Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic magmatic arcs. The latter modified the composition of the basement resulting in an average andesitic composition with lower bulk density and slow velocities in the lower crust [123].

2. The Cuyania terrane, which is a Laurentia-derived terrane with Grenvillian metamorphic rocks of predominantly mafic composition in the upper crust and a more felsic lower crust [123].

3. Three terranes are distinguished within the Sierras Pampeanas, all of which are Gondwana-derived: the Famatina terrane, (Protomargin of Gondwana), Pampia (Gondwana margin) and the Rio de La Plata craton [50]). All of these are made of Precambrian to Early Palaeozoic metamorphic rocks. The boundary between Famatina and Cuyania represents a crustal discontinuity, which controlled the nucleation of the Valle Fértil fault and associated basement uplift [50]). Early Palaeozoic mylonites that outcrop within a zone composed of Ordovician mafic and ultramafic rocks mark the boundary between Famatina and Pampia; Cenozoic faults were partially controlled by these Palaeozoic fabrics (Ramos et al., 2002). Similarly, the suture between Pampia and the Rio de La Plata craton, which contains ductile shear zones within Precambrian rocks, was reactivated by west-verging Cenozoic faults [50].

The cross-section of Figure 12A is based on [50,123–126] and complemented using the geological map of Chile [127]. Igneous rocks of Permian to Cenozoic magmatic arcs conceal the deep structure of the Coast Cordillera. Bivergent thrusting is found in the Main Cordillera. According to [124] Chilenia is delaminated by a wedge of Cuyania crust. The forceful intrusion of this wedge was responsible for the east-verging thrusting observed in the Frontal Cordillera and the (Western) Precordillera. The lower crust beneath the wedge is thought to be eclogitized [126]. Within the Sierras Pampeanas thrusting was predominantly west directed [50]. The thrust faults are interpreted to level off at a lower crustal level, probably within a low-velocity layer located at a depth of 25–30 km [125]. This low-velocity layer possibly represents a thick mylonite zone, which separates the seismogenic upper crust from the aseismic lower crust.

The change from east verging to west-verging thrusting occurs within Cuyiana as shown in the detailed cross-section of Figure 12B which is based on [126]. The Pie de Palo thrust steps up from the base of the upper crust going east and bifurcates at a depth of 12 km into a west- and an east-verging thrust making the Sierra Pie de Palo a pop-up structure. The Eastern Precordillera thrust branches off the Pie de Palo thrust, steps up through the crust until the base of the Palaeozoic cover sequence, where it changes polarity and continues as a west-verging thrust to break surface on the western
flank of the Eastern Precordillera. The recent activity of these thrusts is underlined by the earthquake foci straddling thrust faults within the Cuyania crust [128,129] and the adjacent upper crust of Famatina [125].

Reference [50] discuss the timing of the orogenic events in this transect. According to these authors, deformation and uplift of the Principal Cordillera took place between 20 and 8.6 Ma. Uplift and deformation of Frontal Cordillera occurred at 9 Ma, towards the end of the formation of the Principal Cordillera and was followed by thrusting in the Precordillera after 2.6 Ma. Andean deformation then migrated towards the east, towards the Sierras Pampeanas (op. cit.). Here, thrusting and uplift within the Sierras de Córdoba took place between 6 and 5.5 Ma (latest Miocene) and then progressed westward towards the Sierras de Chépes and Valle Fértil (op. cit.) and finally attained the Sierra de Pie de Palo at about 5 Ma [130]. Deformation continues to the present as indicated by the active thrust at the western limit of the Sierra de Valle Fértil [50], the ongoing uplift of 0.5–1 mm/a in the Sierra Pie de Palo [130] and the active thrust front of the Precordillera [50].

Arc magmatism in this transect propagated eastward; within the Sierras Pampeanas it preceded thrusting by about 4–2.6 my [50]. These authors conclude that weakening of the crust by magmatism was responsible for the initiation of Neogene thrusting and décollement. The structural position of individual thrust faults was seemingly controlled by pre-existing weaknesses as discussed above. Thus, reference [50] conclude that the initiation of thrusting was not controlled by horizontal stress variations but by thermal weakening associated with magmatism.

**Figure 12.** (A) Lithosphere-scale cross-section of the Central Andes at 31°S, based on [50,123,126]. Rectangle shows location of Figure 12B. East-directed thrusting in the Sierras Pampeanas opposes west-directed thrusting in the Andes. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8B. (B) Detail of cross-section of the contact zone between the Precordillera and the Sierras Pampeanas, adapted from [126]. Microseismic foci outline a seismogenic upper crust to a depth of around 30 km. A broad band of foci straddle the trace of the Eastern Precordillera thrust and the Pie de Palo thrust, while the foci of major historic earthquakes are thought to be directly linked to these faults.

Active thrusting and uplift in the Central Andes at latitude 31°S occurs by bivergent thrusting in the (Eastern) Precordillera and the Sierras Pampeanas. At crustal scale, the upper crust of Cuyania
is forced westward into the upper crust of Chilenia thereby thrusting the Precordillera to the east. Contemporaneously the upper crust of the Gondwana margin (Famatina, Pampia and Rio de La Plata) is detached at its base and thrust westward onto Cuyania. Thrusting within Cuyania is bivergent as well and responsible for the formation of the Sierra Pie de Palo. The eastern tip of the Andean chain and the adjacent Sierras Pampeanas are thus actively deforming in a thick-skinned manner involving a seismogenic upper crust and with thrust faults leveling off at the base of the upper crust. The thick-skinned deformation was triggered, resp. is now driven by the arrival, resp. subduction of the flat slab segment caused by the Juan Fernandez ridge within the Nazca plate. [39] suspect that shearing at the base of a flat-slab subduction may enhance coupling and thus generate additional compressive stresses within the upper plate, which then leads to intraplate shortening.

2.5. Northern Andes of Colombia

In the Northern Andes of Colombia subduction of the oceanic Nazca plate is accompanied by active shortening of the margin of the continental South American plate at considerable distance from the subduction trench. Three parallel running cordilleras, the Eastern, Central and Western Cordillera diverge and split towards the Caribbean, merge southward toward Ecuador, and display these contrasting tectonic styles. A cross-section spanning the entire orogen running at around 7° N is shown in Figure 13A; it is based on [131]. The Baudó-Panama island arc was formed at the western margin of the subducted Palaeo-Caribbean plate (see Figure 13A) and accreted to South America in mid Miocene to Pliocene times [131]. The Western Cordillera is made up of oceanic rocks (ophiolites and turbiditic sediments) that were accreted as blocks in Mesozoic to Palaeogene times [131]. The Central Cordillera is split into two domains by an important strike slip fault zone, the Romeral fault system. The western part contains oceanic material similar to the Western Cordillera and which represents obducted remnants of an oceanic plateau according to [132]. The eastern part on the other hand consists of continental crust of Grenvillian affinity and is intruded by Mesozoic and Cenozoic granitoids. Active volcanoes linked to the subduction of the Nazca Plate straddle along the crest of the Central Cordillera. The Romeral fault system has been active since Oligocene times along with reverse faults in the foothills of the cordillera. The Eastern Cordillera has Mesozoic sediments overlying continental crust with a Grenvillian type basement [133]. Bivergent thrusting reactivated Mesozoic synsedimentary normal faults and raised the top of the crystalline basement by up to 10 km.

The plate tectonic framework of the Colombian Andes is complex with east-verging and south-verging oceanic subductions [131]. In the transect considered here, two east-verging subductions may be recognized, an older one related to the subducted Palaeo-Caribbean plate, and a younger one connected with the subducting Nazca Plate according to [131] (see Figure 13A). The accretion of the Baudó-Panama island arc is associated with the older, shallow dipping subduction system. The western part of the three cordilleras, the area west of the Romeral fault system (also called “Occidente”) is of oceanic nature and was accreted to the western margin of the South American plate in Mesozoic and Cenozoic times (see [131] and references therein). The region east of the Romeral fault system (the “Oriente”) has a crystalline metamorphic basement of Grenvillian nature capped by Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments, the Mesozoic part of which was affected by extensional tectonics since the Triassic [134]. Several phases of thrusting lead to the initial formation of the Eastern Cordillera between the Late Cretaceous and the lowermost Oligocene. The main phase of thrusting, however, started at 10.5 Ma, peaked in 6–3 Ma [135] and is still ongoing [131].

Considering the entire transect from the Pacific to the Llanos Basin, fault activity is recognized in the Subduction zone of the Nazca Plate, the strike-slip fault in the Western Cordillera, the Romeral fault zone, and the thrust faults in the eastern foothills of the Central Cordillera, as well as the thrust faults in the western and eastern foothills of the Eastern Cordillera ([131] and references therein). Thus, active contraction of the western South American margin is ongoing in a segment 400 km wide located 300 km to the east of the subduction trench. The associated shortening direction is more or less parallel to the E-W oriented relative motion direction between the Nazca and South American plates. Reference [136] argue that intraplate stresses are caused by the forces driving plate motions
and that most of the stress is transmitted within the uppermost brittle crust (down to ~15–20 km depth). This is supported by the distribution of earthquake foci in the Andes of Colombia where most of the foci are at depths <30 km [131]. Deeper foci in the Eastern Cordillera north of 5° N are located within the mantle lithosphere of the subducting Palaeo-Caribbean plate according to these authors (see cluster Figure 13A); they also suspect that the lower crust and mantle lithosphere which lacks earthquake activity, deforms by ductile shearing.

The Eastern Cordillera has attracted the attention of researchers involved in fold-and-thrust tectonics related to hydrocarbon exploration. A key characteristic of this mountain belt is the reactivation of Mesozoic syn-sedimentary normal faults during Cenozoic contraction, a topic that is discussed in detail in [134,136,137]. Figure 13B is a detailed cross-section of the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia between 5.5° and 6.5° N based on [138]. The overall structure is a bivergent thrust belt in the core of which the top basement is uplifted 5 to 10 km relative to the foreland in the east and west. This uplift is caused by thrust faults, which are interpreted to flatten in the middle crust (at a depth of about 20 to 25 km). The displacements along these thrust faults are relatively small, no larger than 10 km. Thus it could be argued that they die out at depth owing to ductile shearing at higher temperatures. However, it has to be noted that some of these faults were originally formed as syn-sedimentary normal faults in Mesozoic times and were subsequently reactivated as thrust faults in the Cenozoic [134,138]. The Mesozoic activity is well documented in the oppositely dipping faults of the Cobardes Anticline (see Figure 13B), which delimit the occurrence of Jurassic strata. Similarly, the Cretaceous strata in the S. Ignacio Anticline are delimited by oppositely dipping faults, which are interpreted to be reactivated normal faults (op. cit.). In case of the Arcabuco Anticline, the asymmetric structure stems from an inverted tilted block bordered by a syn-sedimentary fault in the east. Taken together it emerges that the basement uplift, a feature that may be considered as a thick-skinned tectonic style, was largely controlled by the reactivation of Mesozoic normal faults in horizontal contraction. From fission-track and structural cross-section balancing [137] infer that the main uplift at 6–3 Ma caused increased erosion rates on the eastern flank of the Eastern Cordillera which triggered enhanced thrusting in this part of the cordillera.

Figure 13B also shows the distribution of the earthquake hypocenters from [139] according to [131,140]. It is interesting to note that the seismic activity indicated by the hypocenter distribution of earthquakes in Figure 13B suggests that the thrust faults in the foothills on either side of the Eastern Cordillera are still active while the core of the cordillera is uplifted somewhat more passively. The Eastern Cordillera thus represents an archetypal inverted basin presently undergoing thick-skinned tectonics.
Figure 13. (A) Cross-section across the Andes of Colombia, based on [131]. RFS: Romeral fault system. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8B. (B) Cross-section of the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia, redrawn after [129]; earthquake hypocenters from [131,140]. The trace of the cross-section is oblique to the one in Figure 13A and shown in Figure 8B.

2.6. Central Alps of Switzerland

The Alps are a collisional orogen that formed as the Piemont Ocean that had formed in Jurassic and Cretaceous times between the European and the Adriatic margin was subducted and the two margins collided. High-pressure assemblages of Cretaceous age in the Eastern Alps and Palaeogene age in the Central and Western Alps [141] mark the onset of the orogeny. The ensuing nappe stacking lasted into Neogene times (see [142] for a compilation of orogenic time tables). The Central Alps of Switzerland can be envisaged as an orogen in a waning stage of activity in continent-continent collision.

The cross-section shown in Figure 14 comprises the following major units from North to South:

1. The stable foreland exposed in the basement uplift of the Black Forest.
2. The Jura Mountains, a slightly allochthonous Mesozoic sequence piled up by imbricate thrusting. A Permo-Carboniferous graben is present within the underlying crystalline basement.
3. The Molasse Basin, a foreland basin which was displaced piggy back with the underlying Mesozoic sequence that connects with the Jura Mountains.
4. The Alpine nappe stack that include the Helvetic and Penninic nappe system. The uppermost, Austroalpine nappe system has been eroded altogether in this transect. Helvetic and Penninic units are made of crystalline basement units and of highly allochthonous Mesozoic cover units. Aar, Gotthard and Verampio pertain to the proximal (Helvetic) European margin, Antigorio and Maggio to the distal (Penninic) part.
5. The Southalpine nappe stack with a lower crustal section (Ivrea) and an upper crustal section (Strona-Ceneri) with Mesozoic and Cenozoic cover. The Po Basin corresponds to the Cenozoic cover.

A temperature-dominated metamorphic overprint affected the Alpine nappe stack, grading from a diagenetic stage at the southern end of the Molasse Basin and reaching amphibolite facies grade just north of the Insubric Fault [141]. Alpine overprint was less to south of this fault, grading from anchizonal to diagenetic grade.

The cross-section of Figure 14 is based on reflection seismic data of NRP20 (Central and Southern traverse; [143,144]), teleseismic tomography and controlled-source seismology [145–147]. Earthquake loci are from the SED catalogue (Swiss Seismological Service) and are projected from a swath of 25 km width onto the cross-section (see [148]).

Cenozoic Alpine thrusting was north-verging to the north of the Insubric Fault and south-verging to the south of it. The basal thrust faults of the Helvetic nappes are folded into an open antiform that is cored by the Aar massif owing to the late updoming of this basement block. North of the Insubric Fault the thrust faults within the crystalline basement are folded into an antiform. This antiform developed during vertical escape of the units along the Insubric Fault. The thrust faults in the Southalpine nappe system cut across the entire crust and were responsible for exhuming the lower crust of the Ivrea Zone, which barely reaches the surface in this transect. The boundary between lower and upper crust was chosen somewhat arbitrary as P-wave velocity of 6.5 km/s. It is interesting to note that while the Moho is a smooth surface, the boundary between upper and lower crust has a wavy form north of the Insubric Fault; it defines an antiform just north the this fault which underlines the antiform defined by the folded thrust faults. South of the Insubric Fault the lower crust rises stepwise towards the surface by thrusting. The smooth shape of the Moho signifies that the lowermost crust is strong and remained attached to the upper mantle, while its upper part was apparently weaker and thus folded by ductile creep. This point will be discussed again in Section 3.1.7 (Western and Eastern Alps).
The recent seismicity and the vertical uplift clearly show that the Central Alps are still actively deforming. Uplift data shown in Figure 14 stem from high precision leveling and from Global Navigation Satellite Systems. High precision leveling are from two independent networks: the Swiss network CHTRF [149] with a reference point in the Black Forest and the Italian network ITRF [150] with a reference point in Genova. The discrepancy in uplift rates between the two near the Insubric Fault remains to be cleared (see compilation map in [142]). The GPS data of GNSS are taken from [151]. The uplift rates are relative to stable Europe, which may explain the discrepancy to the CHTRF data. In any case, all three data sets show that the Central Alps are being uplifted by roughly 1 mm/a relative to the foreland in the north and south with a maximum north of the Insubric Fault. The uplift maxima in eastern and western Switzerland are higher (around 1.5 mm/a). It is interesting to note that Zircon and Apatite fission track data (see compilation by [152]) show a similar regional distribution of maximum exhumation rates suggesting that the present day pattern has been active at least since 5 Ma [142].

Earthquake foci within the Alps are at depths less than 10 to 15 km, whereas in the foreland they are distributed throughout the entire crust. Earthquake mechanisms suggest a predominantly strike-slip/thrust fault regime [153] in the northern part of the Alps (north of Gotthard in Figure 14) and a normal-fault regime in the south. Within the Molasse Basin focal mechanisms indicate a strike-slip/normal-faulting stress regime, and farther to the north it is strike-slip (op. cit.). Stress orientations derived from fault-plane solutions indicate a rotation of the principal axes from the foreland into the orogen. Reference [153] explain this change by the effect of the crustal root beneath the Alps, which induces a component of gravity spreading in the uppermost part of the orogen. In fact, numerical modeling also show that such an extension parallel to the overall contraction develops in the core of model orogens as a consequence of gravitational spreading [44,61].

Figure 14. Cross-section of the Central Alps of Switzerland adapted from [148]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C3).

The pattern of the uplift rates might be caused by ongoing updoming of the Aar massif in conjunction with motion along the S-dipping thrust fault beneath this basement block. The S-dipping thrust connects upward with thrust faults within the southernmost Molasse Basin (the so-called Subalpine Molasse) and northward with the décollement thrust at the base of the Jura Mountains. These thrust faults represent the latest phase of thrusting on the north side of the Alps, i.e., Late Miocene in the Molasse Basin and Pliocene in the Jura Mountains (see [142] and references therein). In fact, [154] report tilted gravels from north of the Jura Mountains that are 3 Ma old and thus testify...
to a Plio-Pleistocene age of deformation. It thus follows that the ongoing vertical uplift and seismicity may well represent a latest stage of Alpine deformation. Similarly, on the Southside of the Alps, post-Messinian sediments in the Po Basin rest unconformable on older strata [155,156] and indicate a Plio-Pleistocene phase of Alpine contraction. Summing up it is concluded that the Alps represent a collision orogen in the waning stage of its formation.

Considering uplift rates and the contrasting stress regimes derived from fault plane solutions within the Alps it might be argued that the seismogenic deformation in the north (Aar massif and area to the north of it) is related to updoming in the hanging wall of the crustal thrust fault, while to the south of the Aar massif it is caused by the buoyant rise of the crustal root and concomitant gravity spreading. The distribution of earthquakes in the lower crust of the foreland basin and the Jura Mountains is explained by the effect of rollback of the European slab beneath the Alps [157]. According to these authors fault plane solutions are in agreement with bending of the European slab combined with a buoyancy force stemming from the subducted lower crust.

3. Ancient Mountain Belts

To differentiate between thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonics insight into the internal structure of mountain belts is needed. Although significant erosion may have removed much of this information, the deep cores of orogens are accessible to observation in ancient mountain belts that formed in Palaeozoic to Cenozoic times. Modern (Cenozoic) representatives within ancient mountain belts possess a more juvenile topography. This has the advantage that in many instances structures indicating tectonic styles are directly observable on valley flanks. In the following a selection of classic examples from the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia are presented. They are grouped according to the large-scale setting, starting with collision and subduction related orogens, followed by particular structural settings (passive margins of particular width, basin inversion and classic thin-skinned tectonics).

3.1. Continent-Continent Collision

3.1.1. Caledonides

The Caledonian mountain belt in Europe spans the area of Scandinavia, the British Islands and finds its continuation in Greenland and in the Appalachians. Here we concentrate on two cross-sections that have been studied in much detail in the past, one in Scotland and one in southern Norway.

[158] distinguish three major tectonic units in the Scottish Caledonides. They are, from bottom to top:

- **Foreland**, built of Lewisian crystalline basement, pertaining to Laurentia and covered by Proterozoic-Palaeozoic sediments.

- **Moine Thrust Zone**, in which slices of Lewisian basement and its cover rocks are stacked to a nappe pile above a sole thrust.

- **Moine nappe complex**, which consists largely of a metamorphosed siliciclastic sequence (the Moine series), deposited on the eastern sector of Laurentia.

The cross-section displayed in Figure 15A, based on [8,158], shows the architecture of the Scottish Caledonides in the NW Highlands. The sole thrust of the Moine Thrust Zone is located in Fucoid beds of the Cambrian Ant-Sron Formation in the traverse of Figure 15A [8,159]. Further east it eventually steps down into the Lewisian basement. The Cambro-Ordovician sediments above the sole thrust are affected by numerous imbricate thrusts forming duplexes. Very thin slivers of Lewisian basement were carried along the Ben More and Glencoul thrusts, and relatively tight ramp anticlines developed where these thrust faults ramped up from the Lewisian basement through the Cambrian formations. The stacking of Lewisian basement by the sole thrust and the Ben More and Glencoul thrusts gave rise to an antiformal stack, referred to as Assynt culmination in the local literature. Individual thrust faults are sharp faults with indications of brittle deformation [159]. They are taken to have formed at relatively high crustal levels and temperatures not exceeding 275 °C.
The metasediments of the Moine nappe complex stem from sandstone and siltstone protoliths of Neoproterozoic age and were most likely deposited in a Grenvillian (ca. 1000 Ma) foreland basin [158]. The nappe complex contains lenses of “Lewisianoid” gneisses and Caledonian plutonites. Several ductile thrust faults dismember the Moine nappe complex. The Achness thrust sheet is a coherent block within the nappe complex and is internally folded by large-scale folds (Figure 15A). A mylonite zone that indicates ductile deformation at higher temperatures accompanies the Moine thrust itself (it is this locality where Lapworth coined the term “mylonite” in 1885). All in all the degree of metamorphism in the Moine nappe complex is higher than the one in the underlying Moine Thrust Zone. It seems therefore that the Moine thrust carried hot, mid-crustal rocks onto cooler rocks of the future Moine Thrust Zone. In the course of subsequent propagation of thrusting downward, the Moine thrust was passively deformed and arched above the Assynt culmination.

The Scandian orogeny includes the motion along the Moine thrust and the development of a ductile mylonite zone in the middle Silurian (435–430 Ma; [158,159] and references therein). The Moine Thrust Zone formed slightly later in the late Silurian (431–419 Ma). As discussed by [8], the Loch Ailsh intrusion (430 Ma) cuts the Glen Oykel thrust, but is itself cut by the Ben More thrust below, and the Moine thrust above in a late brittle phase of its activity (see Figure 15A).

Regarding the tectonic style, the Moine nappe complex involved thrusting at mid-crustal level involving high-grade metasediments, which suggests a thick-skinned style. A thick-skinned style is in effect confirmed by seismic profiling of MOIST [160] where the upper crust contains several reflections, which are interpreted as thrust faults that sole into a horizontal reflection band at a depth of around 20 km. However it is not clear yet if these imbricate thrusts are in the hanging wall of the Moine thrust—in which case the Moine thrust would root at around 20 km depth—or if these imbricate thrusts are in the footwall of the Moine thrust. The Moine Thrust Zone on the other hand clearly displays thin-skinned style tectonics with duplexes consisting of sedimentary rocks and only thin slivers of crystalline basement being involved by thrusting. It represents an archetype of basement-involved thin-skinned tectonics.

In the Scandinavian Caledonides of southern Norway four tectono-stratigraphic units are distinguished (see [161] and references therein). They are from bottom to top:

- **Autochthon/Parautochthon**: Precambrian crystalline basement rocks pertaining to Baltica, with remnants of autochthonous cover.
- **Lower Allochthon**: detached sediments of Vendian to Early Ordovician age, originally deposited on Baltica.
- **Middle Allochthon**: Precambrian crystalline basement rocks pertaining to Baltica, and associated cover sequences.
- **Upper Allochthon**: ophiolite complexes pertaining to the Iapetus Ocean, with island arc and marginal basin sequences.

The structure of the Scandinavian Caledonides is illustrated in the cross-section of Figure 15B, which is based on [161–163]. The Lower and Middle Allochthon are relatively flat lying thrust sheets (see Figure 15B) that were piled up during the Scandian orogeny in mid Silurian to Early Devonian times [161]. In the traverse of Figure 15B, the Lower Allochthon consists of two duplex complexes, the Aurdal and Synnfjell duplexes (see inset in Figure 15B, and [162]). The Jotun Complex of the Middle Allochthon is a large-sized basement block that overrode cover rocks of the Lower Allochthon. Whereas the Jotun basement block is internally hardly affected by Scandian deformation, a strongly sheared and mylonitized zone is found at its base, which grades downward into highly sheared metasediments and basement slices derived from the underlying Lower Allochthon [161]. The Upper Allochthon outcrops on top of the Middle Allochthon in the traverse of Figure 15B. But elsewhere it lies directly on Lower Allochthon or even Autochthon/Parautochthon. Its internal structure reflects mainly the Scandian orogeny when it was dismembered and obducted, and, to a lesser degree, the intraoceanic history of the Iapetus Ocean ([161] and references therein).

Late to post-orogenic normal shear zones cut the nappe structure and bear witness to important crustal stretching [161,163]. The Lærdal-Gjende fault connects at depth with the Hardangerfjord shear zone and the Nordfjord-Sogn detachment is thought to level off completely at depth. An additional
oppositely dipping normal shear zone in the lower crust is responsible for the step in the crust/mantle boundary observed by seismic reflection profiling [164]. Thus, the entire crustal section appears to be thinned towards the WNW. Reference [163] explain this thinning by the effect of the Scandian orogeny: The Caledonian crust was subducted and thus hot and able to viscously flow after the change from convergence to divergence. The Baltic crust on the other hand was cooler and stronger and thus not affected by divergence. The change from convergence to divergence occurred shortly before 400 Ma [165] and resulted in the formation of a number of Devonian basins.

In the transect of Figure 15A, the Scandinavian Caledonides exhibit a thin-skinned tectonic style in the Lower Allochthon with the Aurdal and Synnfjell duplexes, a thin-skinned basement-involved style in the Valdres thrust sheet (Middle Allochthon) and a more thick-skinned style in the Jotun complex. The tectonic style of the obducted Upper Allochthon is more difficult to assess. This complex contains slices of various crustal levels and oceanic fragments. The highly extended crust was thin to begin with, such that upon contraction very small pieces were piled up that now form a tectonic mélangé. The post-orogenic extensional phase was clearly thick-skinned as it affected even the lithospheric mantle.
Figure 15. (A) Cross-section through the Assynt culmination of the Scottish Caledonides. Redrawn from [8] and amended from data by [158]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C2). (B) Cross-section through the Norwegian Caledonides redrawn from [161] and amended with data by [162,163]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C2).

3.1.2. Variscides

The Variscan chain running across Europe and connecting to the Appalachians developed from a complex palaeogeographic pattern characterized by two oceans located between Laurentia-Baltica and Gondwana: the Rheohercynian Ocean (a remnant of the Rheic Ocean) in the north, and Palaeothethys in the south [166,167]. The Rheic Ocean opened in the Early Ordovician, Palaeothethys in the Devonian. Microcontinents, or ribbon continents, formed in the intraoceanic area between these two basins [167]. In the traverse of the central European Variscan chain considered here, they include the Saxothuringian, Barrandian and Moldanubian zones [168].

In Devonian and Early Carboniferous times the ribbon continents were amalgamated and in Late Carboniferous times Laurentia-Baltica and Gondwana collided [167]. Ribbon continent amalgamation and continent-continent collision were accompanied by magmatic activity. In the Moldanubian zone granites intruded within a relatively short time interval between 340 and 332 Ma [169] coeval with thrusting. The melts of this short episodic magmatism are explained by mantle upwelling into the crust. Post-Variscan, i.e., Permian plutons intruded farther south, on the Gondwana margin [142]. Reference [170] discuss Permian and Triassic granites that occur throughout the Alps, which are in part associated with Permian graben structures. They explain this magmatism by a Permian thermal event possibly related to lithospheric thinning and associated magmatic underplating.

As shown by [171], the European Variscides are a curved belt with a bivergent nappe structure. Figure 16 shows a cross-section through the Variscides of Germany, which is based on [171] and amended by [172,173]. Thrusting was NW-directed northwest of the Central Bohemian shear zone and SE-directed to the southeast of it. The Central Bohemian shear zone is a major strike-slip shear zone in the core of the orogen, which according to [171] may be traced all along the Variscan chain from Bohemia to Iberia.

In the core of the German Variscides, crystalline basement blocks of the Modanubian, Barrandian and Saxothuringian zones, which pertain to the accreted ribbon continents, are involved in thrusting that reaches down to the base of the crust and into the lithospheric mantle. Interestingly, where these thrust faults reach the crust/mantle boundary, refraction and reflection seismics obtained in the framework of the European Geotraverse EGT [174] image a through going Moho (labeled Seismic Moho in Figure 16). Reference [172] pointed out that the lower crust of Baltica and Gondwana could well extend into the lithospheric mantle. If these rocks were eclogitized they would seismically be indistinguishable from the surrounding mantle rocks. A possible trace of a Baltic and Gondwana Moho is indicated in Figure 16 and labeled as Petrologic Moho in Figure 16. In the more shallow parts, units of oceanic nature separate the ribbon continents. They are obducted pieces of the oceanic domain between the Rheohercynian Ocean and Palaeothethys. All in all the core of the Variscan chain clearly displays a thick-skinned tectonic style.

In the northwestern part of the cross-section, in the Rheo-Hercynic zone (the Rheinisches Schiefergebirge), the Palaeozoic cover was shortened and piled up to an imbricate stack of thrust sheets in a thin-skinned style. The thrust sheets are underlain by a relatively thick décollement layer, a tectonic mélangé containing slices of MOR-type basalts and neritic clastics and carbonates of Ordovician–Early Carboniferous age [168]. A 300 km long slab of continental crust underlies the Rheo-Hercynic zone. Reference [175] argue that the Variscan orogeny was a “hot” orogen owing to repeated episodes of magmatism. These high temperatures weakened the crust, squeezed low-velocity metamorphic rocks towards the foreland and caused the spreading out of the deeper parts of the crust [175]. Thus, the crustal root disappeared and the continental crust attained a relatively low thickness of 30–35 km.
3.1.3. Central Australia

The Alice Springs Orogen in central Australia is an example of a collisional intracratonic mountain belt that displays both a thick-skinned and a thin-skinned tectonic style. The orogeny peaked in Late Carboniferous times [176]. Although local relief is nearly absent the area shows important positive and negative gravity anomalies [16], which point to important changes in crustal architecture. Two major crystalline blocks, Arunta in the north, Musgrave in the south, consist of Mesoproterozoic rocks that were affected by faulting in the latest Proterozoic and middle to late Palaeozoic. Three basins accompany the two blocks, from north to south, the Ngalia, Amadeus and Officer Basins [176]. These basins were initiated at about 800 Ma and are interpreted to have formed in response to thermal subsidence ([176] and references therein).

The cross-section displayed in Figure 17 covers the Arunta block and the Amadeus Basin. It is based on structural analyses [16] and deep seismic profiling [176]. Several thrusts reach deep into the crust and brought lower crustal material up to the surface. Teyssier (1985) considered that the thrust faults level off at depth. In contrast, [176] argue that the Redbank Fault Zone reaches even deeper down and offsets the crust/mantle boundary. The sequence of crustal thrusting according to [16] proceeded from north to south and structurally down. The plunging hanging-wall anticline of the Redbank Fault Zone is explained by the formation of an antiformal stack in the footwall of this fault.

As clearly shown in the cross-section, the sedimentary fill of the Amadeus Basin was detached from its crystalline basement, thrust to the south and internally shortened by folding and thrusting. Late Proterozoic evaporites of the Bitter Springs Formation acted as décollement layer [16]. The basal thrust of this detached cover is gently warped by the underlying basement nappes of the Arunta block. The kinematic evolution after [16] implied first thin-skinned tectonics in the sedimentary cover as well as thick-skinned tectonics in the crystalline basement. The basal detachment of the cover units thereby acted as roof thrust of the basement imbricates. In a latest event, the Arltunga nappe complex was shortened further and slightly updomed, possibly by motion along the Redbank Fault Zone and the imbricate thrusts in its footwall. The basal thrust fault of the cover sequence was by then inactive and consequently also updomed above the Arltunga nappe complex.
Figure 17. Cross-section through the Alice Springs Orogen in central Australia. Redrawn from [16] and amended by seismic data of [176]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(E1,E2).

3.1.4. Eastern Australia

The New England thrust belt and adjacent basins in eastern Australia have a complex subduction related Palaeozoic history, which is summarized in [177]. The discussion here concentrates on the southern New England thrust belt, which sits on an accretionary wedge with sediments ranging in age from the Silurian to the Carboniferous. The accretionary complex was built by west-directed subduction. The Tamworth belt to the west of the New England thrust belt contains Early Devonian to Early Permian arc volcanics interlayered with marine sediments. The latter were deposited in successively more shallow-marine conditions towards the west, indicating an east-facing arc flank. Volcanism reached a climax in the Early Carboniferous (340–330 Ma; [177]). The adjoining Gunnedah Basin (part of the larger Sidney Basin) was initially extensional [178] and was filled by Permian volcanic rocks which grade upward into fluvio-deltaic and continental clastics. The clastic basin fill is at least partly derived from the New England thrust belt [177]. West-directed thrusting during the Hunter-Bowen orogeny at 265–256 Ma (Mid–Late Permian) affected the Tamworth belt and the Gunnedah Basin. Contractional deformation progressed towards the west [178]. Oroclinal bending in the Late Permian (the so-called “dispersal event”) was responsible for the rotation of entire blocks of the New England thrust belt by as much as 90°.

The cross-section displayed in Figure 18 was compiled from deep seismic profiling data published and interpreted by [178–181]. The main cross-section is depth converted with an average crustal velocity of 6 km/s. As a consequence, the dips in the more shallow parts are too steep. The insets shown above the main section are based on [180] and are depth-converted assuming an average velocity of 4 km/s. The New England thrust belt is bound in the west by a major west-dipping thrust fault, the Peel Fault. According to [180], lower crustal rocks and a serpentinite mélange were brought from depth to the surface along the Peel Fault (see inset in Figure 18). West-dipping reflections within the New England thrust belt are interpreted to stem from thrust faults inside the accretionary complex. The Tamworth belt on the other hand was thrust to the west along the Kelvin Fault and the Mooki Fault (see inset in Figure 18), making the New England thrust belt doubly verging.

The Peel Fault cuts across the entire crust and probably extends into the lithospheric mantle and thus clearly represents a thick-skinned tectonic style. The fact that the crust-mantle boundary does not show an offset may be due to post-orogenic re-equilibrations, either by Cenozoic magmatic underplating [180] or by eclogitization of subducted crust. Refraction seismics along a N-S traverse through the New England thrust belt by [182] indicate relatively low seismic velocities in the crust, increasing from 5.5–6 km/s near the surface to 6.45 km/s near the crust/mantle boundary, and also anomalously low velocities of 7.7 km/s in the uppermost mantle. Delamination and underplating related to the formation of the Tasman Sea basin is thought to be responsible for the observed low
velocities in the New England thrust belt. The architecture of this orogen with east-verging thrust faults affecting the very thick accretionary wedge sediments has likely been substantially modified by the basin forming process and is therefore difficult to interpret in terms of thick-skinned or thin-skinned tectonics. Given that only sediments are involved, an extremely thick thin-skinned tectonic style could be invoked. For the Tamworth belt, west-directed thrusting clearly is of thin-skinned tectonic style.

Figure 18. Cross-section through the Gunnedah Basin, Tamworth belt and New England thrust belt in eastern Australia. Compiled from [178–181]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(E1,E2).

3.1.5. Apennine

The Apennine thrust belt is the backbone of the Italian Peninsula. The cross-section of the Northern Apennine at around 43° N shown in Figure 19A was chosen because of the availability of the geophysical data of the CROP 03 project [183] on the crustal structure, and mantle structure derived from high-resolution earthquake tomography [184].

Although the Apennine thrust belt formed in Miocene times, an ancestral Alpine nappe pile is present along the western coast of the Peninsula (see Figure 19A). This thrust belt was the product of the collision of the Corsica-Sardinia block (European margin) with the Adriatic microplate [185], and according to [186] related to an east-dipping Alpine subduction. In the Apennine thrust belt, Mesozoic sediments of the passive Adriatic margin and Cenozoic foreland deposits were involved in east-directed thrusting towards the Adriatic foreland contemporaneously to extension in the hinterland. This extension is indicated by several east-dipping normal faults cutting across an ancestral Alpine nappe pile between Corsica and the western (Tuscan) coast of the Italian Peninsula (see Figure 19A). The extension in the hinterland as well as the contraction in the Apennine thrust belt migrated towards the east in time [187] and are associated with a west-dipping Apennine subduction (see Figure 19A). Reference [186] suspect that subduction flip took place in the Paleocene to Eocene and possibly was diachronous along strike. Reference [188] suggest that the eastward migration of extension and contraction was associated with slab retreat of the west-directed Apennine subduction, which created a back-arc basin that is recorded by the extension and magmatism in the Tyrrenhian Sea and the western Italian Peninsula, and was responsible for the observed lithospheric upwelling.

The structure of the Apennine nappe pile has been addressed using a thin-skinned style, a thick-skinned style or an inversion style (see discussion in [39,185]). The geometry displayed in Figure 19B is compiled from [185,189] who included the deep structure for the first time and interpreted the structural style in terms of inversion tectonics. Several thrust faults repeat the Mesozoic-Cenozoic
strata and reach deep down into the crystalline basement. Besides, Mesozoic and Cenozoic normal faults are discerned. The Mesozoic normal faults are syn-sedimentary faults and most of them were reactivated in compression (e.g., in the Adriatic Ridge or the Sibillini Mountains thrust in Figure 19B). Apart the reactivated normal faults, the involvement of basement is thought to have occurred by shallow dipping thrust faulting. Displacement along these faults is minor, with the exception of the Sibillini Mountains thrust, which reaches down into the lithospheric mantle and offsets the crust/mantle boundary. Reference [185] estimate the total shortening of the Apennine thrust belt to be about 7.7 km only, much less than the 50 km estimate from a thin-skinned style by [190]. Reference [39] provides an in-depth discussion on the evolution of thought on the structural style and the associated shortening of the Apennines.

Figure 19. (A) Cross-section of the Apennine fold-and-thrust belt from Corsica to the Adriatic Sea showing the plate tectonic setting. Based on [184,186]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C3). (B) Detailed cross-section of the Apennine chain and the Adriatic foreland adapted from [185,189] involving a thick-skinned tectonic style and basin inversion tectonics.

3.1.6. Himalaya-Tibet Orogen

The Himalaya-Tibet orogen is the result of Mesozoic accretion of terranes now present in the Tibetan Plateau, followed by the collision between India and Eurasia in the Cenozoic [68,83]. The collision, which started at 55 Ma and is still ongoing, produced two mountain belts adjacent to the Tibetan Plateau, the Kunlun Mountains at its northern rim and the Himalayas at its contact with the Indian plate in the south. The high elevation of the Tibetan Plateau, exceeding 4000 m, has been in the spotlight of research over decades. Reference [83] provide an in depth discussion of the issue and will be summarized briefly. To this purpose, a cross-section at plate scale along a traverse between 89° and 90.5° E was drawn (Figure 20), based on that paper complemented by [72,191].
The Himalaya thrust belt, discussed in some detail in Section 2.1, is 2500 km wide and undergoes important changes along strike (see e.g., [69]). The traverse chosen here is located in the eastern Himalaya at ~90° E and follows the INDEPTH deep reflection profiles [81].

The Main Himalaya thrust extends northward beneath the Tibetan Plateau where it may be correlated with the top contact of the inserted lower crustal slab (Figure 20). The cross-section shows the anomalous thickness of the crust beneath the Tibetan Plateau, which is responsible for the high elevation. The thickness of the crust is explained by Indian lower crust that inserted at the base of the Tibetan Plateau [83]. The length of this slab (~650 km) balances the shortening of the detached upper crust now present in the Himalayan thrust belt. As discussed by [68], it is however also conceivably that part (or all?) of the Indian lower crust was eclogitized and subducted into the mantle.

Within the Tibetan Plateau, the Banggong and Jinsha oceanic sutures delimit the terranes that were accreted in Mesozoic times. In the Kunlun and Altun Mountains, namely in the Quillian Shan thrust belt, crustal scale thrust faults suggest a thick-skinned tectonic style. Besides thrusting large-scale strike-slip faults accompanied this shortening (Kunlun and Altyn Tagh strike-slip faults in Figure 20).

Two slabs of lithospheric mantle plunge beneath the Tibetan Plateau. The northern one is ~200 km long and balances the crustal shortening in the Quillian Shan thrust belt. The one in the south is far too short to balance the deformed margin of the Indian plate now present in the Himalayan thrust belt. As discussed in [83], the leading edge of the Indian lithospheric mantle slab broke off at about 40 Ma and foundered into the mantle. The offset between the broken off slab and the tip of the plunging Indian slab of ~500 km corresponds to the post-40 Ma northward motion of the Indian plate, which is compensated by shortening within the Himalayan thrust belt. This number compares roughly with the ~400 km of shortening estimated for traverses in eastern Nepal [83].

The collision of the Indian plate with Eurasia, respectively the Tibetan Plateau was accompanied by delamination of the tip of the Indian plate. The lithospheric mantle was subducted (including slab break-off), the lower crust was inserted beneath the Tibetan Plateau, and/or subducted, while the upper crust was stripped off and accreted at the front of the Tibetan Plateau. Frontal accretion of this upper crust had a major décollement, the Main Himalayan thrust, which stepped up southward from the base of the upper crust at the contact to the Lhasa terrane and broke surface as Main Frontal thrust (see Figure 20) in the latest stage.

A feature of interest is the horizontal sheet of ophiolites of the Indus-Yarlung suture at a depth of 30 km beneath the surface outcrops of this suture (see Figure 20). INDEPTH data by [191] reveal the presence of a high-velocity layer at this position. The connection of the surface exposures to the horizontal layer at depth is speculative. Nevertheless the presence of a buried ophiolite points to a certain wedging of Lhasa upper crust into accreted and stacked Indian upper crust.
Figure 20. Cross-section of the Himalaya-Tibetan orogen along the INDEPTH traverse based on [72,83,191]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(D1,D2).

All in all, the Himalayan-Tibetan orogen stands as example of crustal and lithosphere scale thick-skinned tectonics. During the Cenozoic the amalgamated terranes of the Tibetan Plateau acted as upper plate units and were only slightly deformed, whereas the lower plates, India and Eurasia, were strongly deformed in the course of collision.

3.1.7. Western and Eastern Alps

The allochthonous nature of sedimentary units in the Alps has been recognized in the 19th century already and soon initiated a discussion on the question about the crystalline substratum of the detached sediments. Thus for Alpine geologists the involvement of crystalline basement in nappe tectonics was never questioned. The thick- and thin-skinned involvement of crystalline basement in Alpine nappe tectonics has been discussed recently by [1,38,120,192,193] and will thus be touched briefly only here. The two examples presented below, the Western and Eastern Alps, were chosen for their particular aspects regarding tectonic style.

The cross-section of the Western Alps displayed in Figure 21A is based on the geological interpretation of the seismic lines of ECORS/CROP [194–198], structural work by [199], and teleseismic studies carried out by [145–147]. Earthquake tomography by [200] revealed the lithosphere structure. The following observations may be extracted from this compilation:

(1) The allochthonous Mesozoic–Cenozoic strata of the Helvetic nappes and the Jura Mountains were detached along Triassic evaporites mainly and transported to the NW. They now form a wedge that was thickened internally. The basal thrust was severely deformed in the rear part by the updoming of the external massifs (e.g., Belledonne).

(2) In the Penninic nappes, which represent the former distal European margin and the Piemont Ocean, nappe transport was predominantly NW-directed (Handy et al., 2010). Several of the thrust faults are intricately folded. Some of the folded thrusts represent décollement layers, which indicates that nappes having formed in a thin-skinned tectonic style were later overprinted by ductile deformation that occurred in the framework of thick-skinned tectonics.

(3) Although the limit between lower and upper crust, for which the velocity isoline of 6.5 km/s was used, is not a sharp boundary and ill-defined at some localities, it nevertheless seems obvious that the structure of this limit cannot be correlated with those in the upper crust in a straight forward manner. The disharmony between the top of the upper crust and the top of the lower crust could be explained by a weak lower part of the upper crust deforming in a ductile manner. Similarly, the planar shape of the lower limit of the lower crust, the Moho, and wavy shape of its upper limit suggests that the lower part of the lower crust was deforming in a ductile manner and therefore is likely to be weak.

(4) The former plate boundary must be sought between the Gran Paradiso basement block of the distal European margin (Briançon microcontinent) and the Salassic upper crustal unit (mainly Sesia nappe complex) of the Adriatic margin. This plate boundary may be traced down to the crust/mantle boundary and the base of the lithosphere, which both are offset. More important is a large broken off slab of the European plate that can be traced to greater depths. Higher up in the section, the former plate boundary was deformed by the indentation of lower crust of the Adriatic margin into the European upper crust.
Figure 21. (A) Cross-section of the Western Alps along the trace of ECORS-CROP. Modified from [142] and references therein. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C3). (B) Cross-section of the Eastern Alps parallel to the trace of the German-Austrian and Italian seismic surveys TRANSALP-CROP. Modified from [142] and references therein. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C3).

The Eastern Alps have recently been explored by reflection seismics in the TRANSALP project [201–203] and complemented by earthquake tomography ([146] for the crustal structure, [200] for the lithosphere structure). The cross-section shown in Figure 21B is located 120 km east of the TRANSALP traverse. A comparison of the two Eastern Alpine sections is given in [142].

In the Eastern Alps, shortening was ESE-WNW directed in Cretaceous times (131–84 Ma) and was followed by N-S shortening in the Late Cretaceous to Palaeogene (84–35 Ma) according to [204]. In addition, orogen-parallel stretch and strike slip movements along the Peri-Adriatic fault system caused out-of-plane movements in the N-S oriented cross-section shown in Figure 21B. In spite of these, the cross-section shows a bivergent nappe stack that has formed in Cenozoic times. A major thrust fault at the base of the Tauern massif is indicated by reflection seismics (“Sub-Tauern ramp” of [205]) and doubles the thickness of the upper crust. The granitic rocks of the Tauern massif show a penetrative ductile Alpine strain [206], which indicates ca. 50% shortening across the orogen combined with ca. 200% orogen-parallel stretching. Vertical stretching seems to be negligible. As is
evident from palaeogeographic reconstructions [142,207], the thin-skinned nappe piles derived from the European plate (Helvetic and Penninic nappe systems) involved a plate segment much larger than the one on the Adriatic plate (Southalpine nappe system). It has to be remembered though that the Austroalpine nappe stack, which formed during the Cretaceous Eo-Alpine orogeny involved a plate segment of considerable length as well. In the Cenozoic Alpine orogeny this Austroalpine nappe stack behaved as a passive orogenic lid [208,209].

The lower crust forms two bulges, one beneath the Northern Calcareous Alps, one beneath the Carnic Alps. The Adriatic lower crust is shown to be involved in both bulges. Two putative thrust faults, which could also be considered as shear zones, bear witness of a truly thick-skinned tectonic style. The bulges are interpreted to represent a corner flow mechanism whereby lateral escape of lower crust prevented its subduction.

At the lithosphere scale, the European lithospheric mantle piece buts against the north-dipping Adriatic plate. The length of the European lithospheric mantle, even if retrodeformed, is far too short to balance the upper crust with its nappe stack. Thus one is forced to assume a broken off slab deeper down in the mantle. After this slab break-off, the Adriatic mantle lithosphere descended beneath the European counterpart while the lower Adriatic crust was indented into the European crust. This polarity flip and the ensuing delamination occurred in a late stage of the collision. Thrusting in the European margin ended in the Late Miocene, while it lasted into Pliocene and Pleistocene times in the Adriatic margin.

In both the Western and Eastern Alps, as well as the Central Alps discussed in Section 2.6 the emplacement of the Helvetic and Penninic nappes occurred in the early stage of the collision in a thin-skinned manner, whereas at crustal scale thick-skinned tectonics dominated in the late stage of the collision. This late stage thick-skinned style overprinted the early thin-skinned nappe stack.

3.2. Subduction Related Orogenes

The Andes, a very long mountain chain straddling the west coast of South America resulted from a long lasting subduction active since Mesozoic times and serve as archetype for subduction orogens. Here we present two examples from the Central Andes that cover a flat slab region (Peru) and a moderately dipping oceanic plate (Chile-Bolivia at latitude 21° S). The structure of the Andes changes significantly along strike from north to south. A subdivision into Northern, Central and Southern Andes is a practical established subdivision that regards this change (e.g., [210]). The Northern Andes are discussed in Section 2.5 (Figure 13), the Southern Andes in Section 2.4 (Figure 12).

3.2.1. Central Andes of Peru

In Peru the Andes consist of two cordilleras, the Western and the Eastern Cordillera, which are separated by the Central Highlands. The latter become much wider towards the SE, opening into the Altiplano of Bolivia and Chile. The structure of the Peruvian Andes is illustrated with a SW-NE cross-section running between 11° and 13° S (see Figure 22A) that is based on [211].

A narrow belt of volcaniclastic deposits of Cretaceous age that overlie a Proterozoic–Early Palaeozoic complex of high-grade metamorphic rocks and granites, straddles the Pacific coast (Coastal belt in Figure 22A). This complex is referred to as Casma volcanic arc and was accreted to the South American plate during the Cretaceous by oblique convergence [211]. Reference [212] propose that the accretion occurred by collision of the volcanic arc with the west-dipping, partially subducted western margin of the South American plate. The Casma volcanic arc and the neighboring Western Cordillera were intruded by several plutons that together form the Coastal Batholith. The intrusions occurred from mid-Cretaceous to Early Paleocene times. The plutons are interpreted as high-level intrusions [213] and the melt source is suspected in the lower crust [214].

The pre-Mesozoic crystalline basement of the Peruvian Andes represents the western margin of Gondwana that experienced Neoproterozoic–Carboniferous accretionary orogenies [215,216]. The sedimentary cover of this basement in Peru ranges in age from Palaeozoic to Cenozoic and varies considerably along and across strike of the orogen (see compilation by [211] and references therein). Palaeozoic strata are restricted to the Western and Eastern Cordillera. In the Western Cordillera and
the Central Highlands, the shale sequence of the Devonian Excelsior Group represents a décollement layer. In the Subandean Zone potential décollement layers are shale formations of Ordovician and Carboniferous age. The Mesozoic sequences are well developed in the Western Cordillera with décollement layers in Triassic evaporites and the shales within the Oyón Formation.

The Andean orogeny in Peru includes three major phases of deformation [10,211,217,218]. The earliest phase, referred to as Mochica Phase, corresponds to folding within the Casma volcanic arc during its collision with the South American plate at around 100 Ma. The next following Inca phase was responsible for the tight folding and thrusting within the Marañon fold-and-thrust belt in the Western Cordillera and the more open folds in the Central Highlands and the Eastern Cordillera in Paleocene to Eocene times. The third phase, called Quechua Phase, can be subdivided into several episodes. It is namely correlated with thrusting in the Subandean Zone in Miocene to Pliocene times.

The general structure of the Peruvian Andes is illustrated in the cross-section running from the Pacific Ocean to the Amazonas Foreland (see Figure 22A). The Nazca Plate dips with a shallow angle beneath the South American Plate [219]. The shallow dip, which related to the Nazca Ridge, is responsible for the shut-off of subduction-related volcanism. The crust of the South American plate has a maximum thickness beneath the Western Cordillera [219], which is interpreted to be caused by thrust faults extending deep into the crust. Balancing cross-section yield shortening estimates of 120 km in a traverse of northern Peru and 150 km for the traverse shown in Figure 22A [211], and this shortening balances the extra thickness of the crust.

The Palaeozoic-Cenozoic cover was shortened in a thin-skinned style by east-directed thrusting. In the Western Cordillera shown in Figure 22B, three décollement layers were activated. The Cretaceous strata were shortened as highlighted by tight detachment folds, the Jurassic strata by detachment folds and/or duplexes and the Palaeozoic strata by open detachment folds. The décollements at the base of the Jurassic and Cretaceous strata merge towards the east and cease to exist owing to the stratigraphic pinch-out of the décollement layers. The Palaeozoic strata are interpreted to end at a putative syn-sedimentary fault in the west. It is interesting to note that the décollement of the Palaeozoic sequence was reactivated in a late phase (Quechua Phase) and broke surface at the Raura–La Viuda–San Jose de Quero fault (RVQ in Figure 22B) stepping over Eocene volcanics [211]. Folds in the Central Highlands are relatively open and upright. To the east of the Central Highlands, the structural style becomes more thick-skinned as the crystalline basement is involved in the deformation of the Palaeozoic strata. Thrust faults are steeply dipping with moderate offsets. However, an important west-verging thrust fault marks the limit to the Subandean Zone.

Imbricate thrusting shortened the cover sequence of the Subandean Zone (see Figure 22C). To the west of the Otishi Cordillera the Early Palaeozoic strata form an east-verging duplex between two décollements located in the Ordovician and Carboniferous strata. The antiformal stack in the Otishi Cordillera is constrained by seismic and well data acquired for petroleum exploration [220]. East of the Otishi Cordillera the crystalline basement is uplifted by east-verging thrusts while the Palaeozoic–Cretaceous strata were thrust towards the west. West-verging thrusting of the Palaeozoic strata is also reported from Bolivia by [221–223]. Reference [224] suggest that these west-verging structures were increasing the taper of the orogenic wedge and thus allowed the eastward growth of the wedge.

Generally speaking the thrust faults affecting the Palaeozoic strata in the Eastern Cordillera and the décollements in the Subandean Zone extend down into the crystalline basement and were responsible for shortening and thickening the crust in a thick-skinned manner. The geometry of these thrust faults at depth is open to speculation. However, the step in the top basement surface between the Subandean Zone and the Eastern Cordillera, combined with the total shortening of 42 km within the Subandean Zone [211] make it likely that the thrust faults extend across much of the Eastern Cordillera at depths of 15 to 25 km within the crust.

The fold-and-thrust belt of the Peruvian Andes developed in an upper-plate situation where stresses originating from the subduction process were transmitted across the upper plate over distances of at least 300 km.
Figure 22. Central Andes of Peru. (A) Cross-section of the entire range based on [211], showing thick-skinned tectonics at crustal scale. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8B. (B) Cross-section of the Marañon fold-and-thrust belt extending from the Western Cordillera to the Central Highlands based on [211]. The cover displays thin-skinned tectonics. RVQ: Raura–La Viuda–San Jose de Quero fault. (C) Cross-section of the Subandean Zone based on [211] showing thin-skinned tectonics with SW and NE verging thrust faults.

3.2.2. Central Andes of Chile-Bolivia

The Central Andes of Chile Bolivia and Argentina are the classic example of a subduction orogen. Considering the age of the Pacific Ocean floor [225] at least 2000 km of oceanic crust was recycled into the mantle in the course of the long lasting subduction.

Along the transect at latitude 21° S the following large-scale morphotectonic units can be distinguished:

The Coastal Cordillera, a simple antiformal structure with Palaeozoic sediments intruded and overlain by Palaeogene plutonic resp. volcanic rocks [226].

The Precordillera, an antiformal structure involving west-verging thrust faults; here, the magmatic rocks intruding and overlying Palaeozoic sediments are of Palaeogene and Neogene age [226].

The Western Cordillera is a volcanic edifice of Neogene and Quaternary age. Palaeozoic sediments are possibly present in the subsurface.

The Altiplano, where Neogene and Quaternary volcanic rocks and Cenozoic sediments and continental sediments of Quaternary age outcropping at the surface are affected by both, east- and west-verging thrust faults; nonmetamorphic slightly folded Proterozoic and Palaeozoic sediments are present in the subsurface [227]. The basement of the western margin of the Altiplano consists of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic magmatic and sedimentary rocks (op. cit.).
The Eastern Cordillera is a fold-and-thrust belt where Palaeozoic, essentially Ordovician sediments are affected by west-verging thrusting. Thrusting also involved the metamorphic crystalline basement to some degree [221,228].

The Interandean Zone marks the transition between west-verging thrusting in the Altiplano and east-verging thrusting in the Eastern Cordillera. Rocks affected are Palaeozoic sediments [221].

The Subandean Ranges represent an east-verging thrust thin-skinned thrust belt involving Silurian to Cenozoic sediments [221].

The metamorphic crystalline basement is not exposed in the traverse of latitude 21° except for the Eastern Cordillera. Magmatism affected the western margin of the South American Plate. It migrated eastward in time, from the Coastal Cordillera in Jurassic times [229] to the Western Cordillera in recent times [230]. The widespread volcanic rocks actually conceal much of the structural features related to upper plate deformation within this part of the western margin of the South American Plate.

The Proterozoic to Palaeozoic strata of the Altiplano and the Eastern Cordillera experienced some pre-Cretaceous folding (see [231] and references therein). Although subduction of the Nazca Plate started some 200 my ago, the main Andean deformation commenced in Eocene times at around 40 Ma in the Precordillera and the Eastern Cordillera, and somewhat later, at around 30 Ma, in the Altiplano [231]. Deformation front migrated eastward with thrusting initiated at 25 Ma in the Interandean Zone, at 10 Ma in the western and at 5 Ma in the eastern Subandean Ranges. Several deformation episodes occurred in the Precordillera, the Altiplano and Eastern Cordillera in Oligo-Miocene times (between roughly 30 Ma and 7 Ma) (op. cit.).

The cross-section shown in Figure 23 displays the internal structure of the Central Andes in the traverse at 21° S. It is based on [221,226,227,231]. The lithosphere structure is adapted from [232].

The cross-section reveals the moderate dip of the Nazca Plate averaging 25° and a 60 km thick crust beneath the Altiplano and an even thicker crust beneath the adjoining Western and Eastern Cordillera. Steep thrust faults and dextral strike-slip faults characterize the thick-skinned style in the Precordillera [226]. The overall structure is reminiscent of a positive flower structure. The deformation style recognized in the Altiplano is mainly of thin-skinned nature [228,231], with possible extension of some thrust faults into the crystalline basement. In the Eastern Cordillera [228] and the Interandean Zone [221], the tectonic style is of thick-skinned nature with several thrust faults involving crystalline basement. The Subandean Ranges on the other hand display a thin-skin style with a regional décollement along Silurian shales [221]. However, this décollement as well as the lowermost thrust fault in the Interandean Zone are likely to extend deep into the crust [231]. These two major thrust faults, the Main Interandean and Main Subandean thrust, are interpreted to taper off into a shear zones according to [231]. Total shortening of the Subandean Ranges, the Interandean Zone and the east-verging thrusts of the Eastern Cordillera is estimated at 115–140 km according to [221], of which about 80 km is assumed for the Subandean Ranges alone. Differential strain in the hanging wall and footwall rocks of these thrusts could let these thrusts faults taper off beneath the Eastern Cordillera and the Altiplano to give way to pervasive shear causing crustal thickening. In case of the Western Cordillera, the thick crust could at least partially be explained by magmatic underplating.

Considering that uplift of the Altiplano at 15 Ma was coeval to Subandean thrusting and thrusting within the Altiplano [231], it is likely that thick-skinned tectonics was in part responsible for the high surface elevation of the Altiplano by moving crustal pieces up the thrust ramp. Another component of uplift can be sought in the isostatic response of the thickened crust.
3.3. Orogens Involving Broad Passive Margins

Passive margins are common components of mountain ranges. Upon contraction their cover sequences are in many instances involved in thin-skinned nappe structures. Two examples of passive margins stand out because of their extraordinary breadth: the western and eastern margin of the North American craton, now outcropping in the North American cordillera and the Appalachians.

3.3.1. North American Cordillera

The North American Cordillera evolved from a complex set of processes that involved subduction, the accretion of terranes and strike-slip faulting in mainly Mesozoic-Cenozoic times [233–235]. Three transects are presented here which together yield a comprehensive view of the thick- and thin-skinned tectonic styles encountered in this orogen.

The traverse through southern Canada was chosen because it provides a complete section through the cordillera including a vast data set from petroleum exploration (e.g., [236]), structural-petrologic analyses (e.g., [237,238]) and data from reflection profiling by the LITHOPROBE project [239–241]. The cross-section in Figure 24A, located at about 50° N, summarizes these data schematically and highlights the crustal scale structure of the orogen. A comparison with the traverse of the cordilleran system from Wyoming to California by [235] yields similarities, albeit the Laramide belt which is absent in the Canadian traverse.

Accreted terranes constitute the western part of the orogen (see Figure 24A). They include the Insular and the Intermontane superterranes, each of which is composed of smaller terranes that were amalgamated “offshore” before they collided with the North American continent. The Intermontane terranes, Quesnellia and Stikinia, were incorporated into the North American continent in the Late Jurassic, the Insular terranes, Wrangellia and Alexander, in the Early Cretaceous and with pronounced oblique convergence [234]. The cordillera thus grew westward in time. Between the
Insular and Intermontane superterranes, a magmatic arc, the Coast belt, evolved in mid- to Late Cretaceous time and is still active.

In the eastern part of the North American Cordillera, the uppermost part of the crust was detached and thrust eastward and is now found in the thrust sheets of the Omineca and Foreland belts (Figure 24A). These thrust sheets share a common basal décollement and accommodated 180 km of shortening [238]. The basal décollement connects westward to a stack of thin, highly metamorphosed thrust sheets that consist of Laurentian crystalline basement. The latter form the western tip of the North American craton in the Intermontane belt (beneath Quesnellia in the cross-section) and outcrop in a number of domes (for example the Frenchman Cap and Thor-Odin domes; see inset in Figure 24A) as discussed in detail by [238]. The thrust sheets of the Omineca belt involve Late Proterozoic–Early Palaeozoic (meta) sediments that are tightly folded (schematically indicated by the folds in the hanging wall of the Purcell thrust in Figure 24A and inset). The Foreland belt shows a different style with thrust faults participating in a manifold stack of imbricate thrust sheets that consist of mainly Palaeozoic, in the external part also Cretaceous sediments.

The accretion of terranes in Late Jurassic–Early Cretaceous times involved the delamination of the docking microplates: only the crustal sections were accreted as “orogenic float”, while the lithospheric mantle part was subducted [233]. This deformation style is in concert with thick-skinned tectonics. The basal thrust of the accreted terranes was probably obliterated by the magmatic arc that evolved subsequent to the accretion from the mid-Cretaceous on and is therefore depicted as not through going in Figure 24A.

The Omineca and Foreland belts formed in Late Cretaceous to Palaeogene times by in-sequence thrusting. The Bourgeau thrust was initiated at ~85 Ma, the McConnel thrust at ~60 Ma and the Foothills thrusts at ~55 Ma [238]. Within the basement slices of the Omineca belt deformation progressed downward in time, from the Early Cretaceous décollement to the Cretaceous Gwillim Creek shear zone, the Late Cretaceous Monashee décollement and the Palaeocene-Eocene basal décollement ([238]; see inset in Figure 24A). These authors show that the thin basement slices formed simultaneously with nappe stacking in the Foreland belt. For example, Early Cretaceous décollement was coeval with the Purcell thrust, the Gwillim Creek shear zone was coeval with the Bourgeau thrust, the Monashee décollement with the McConnel thrust, and the Basal décollement with the Foothill thrusts, and these four pairs evolved sequentially in this order. It is interesting to note that the equivalent structures in the Sevier belt of Wyoming-Idaho-Utah (Paris to Prospect thrust) evolved by in-sequence thrusting as well and in exactly the same time interval [235].

Figure 24B is a more detailed cross-section displaying the internal structure of the most external part of the North American cordillera in the traverse of southern Canada. It is based on a cross-section by [236,242] and constrained by well data and reflection seismics. This part of the cordillera is a classic example of a thin-skinned tectonic style. The basal décollement steps up from the Late Neoproterozoic metasediments of the Windermere Supergroup into a décollement layer in Early Palaeozoic shales; it then ramps up through Palaeozoic carbonates to reach a décollement layer in Cretaceous clastics, from where it climbs section up across the Cretaceous clastics. Reference [242] provides a detailed discussion on how the changes in stratigraphy express themselves in the map pattern of the cordillera as well as in cross-sectional view.

Although the individual thrust sheets seem to resemble each other, closer inspection reveals differences. Some of the faults with large displacements, for example McConnel and Rundle, developed splay faults with small displacements (Exshaw and Inglismaldie for the McConnel thrust, Sulphur Mountain for the Rundle thrust). At the rear of the section, the thrust sheets form an antiformal stack that is caused by thrust faults ramping through the Neoproterozoic and Palaeozoic strata (namely the Bourgeau thrust and a blind thrust in its hanging wall). A broad antiformal stack may be recognized in the center of the section, outlined by a long sheet of Palaeozoic carbonates. This antiform is caused by the ramp through the Palaeozoic in the underlying unit, which rests on the autochthonous Palaeozoic sequence. In contrast to the Sevier belt of Wyoming-Idaho-Utah [235] frontal ramp anticlines in the Palaeozoic carbonates are not exposed but may have been eroded.
As discussed above, the thrusts within the Foothills and the Main Range connect westward with the décollements and shear zones of the Omineca belt (Thor-Odin dome in Figure 24A), all of which involve Laurentian basement [238]. These thin basement slices delineate a basement-involved thin-skinned tectonic style. The concomitant stacking of thrust sheets of Laurentian basement rocks and North American cover rocks was unconnected in space and occurred more than 100 km apart. From this one can conclude that the cove nappes must have moved faster than the basement nappes, which stayed behind and were piled up to an antiformal stack as witnessed by the Thor-Odin dome.

Similar to the Central Andes discussed in Section 3.2.2 (Figure 23), the youngest orogenic event, the formation of the thin-skinned Omineca and Foreland Belts took place more than 500 km inboard of the subduction zone, which was responsible for the build-up of the orogenic stresses. Here too, stresses must have been transmitted by a strong upper crust for much of this distance.

**Figure 24.** (A) Cross-section of the North American Cordillera in southern Canada based on [223], LITHOPROBE [238,239–241]. Inset: Thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonics in the Omineca Belt.
3.3.2. Sevier- and Laramide Belt of the Western U.S.

The Sevier fold-and-thrust belt in Idaho-Wyoming is an archetype for a mountain range displaying thin-skinned tectonics. This thrust belt represents a southern continuation of the foreland belt of Southern Canada.

The cross-section shown in Figure 25A is based on [15]. The thin-skin style is sustained by bedding-parallel thrust faults that outline three décollement horizons: Neoproterozoic micaceous rocks in case of the Paris and Meade thrusts, Cambrian shales for all of the thrust faults, and Triassic evaporites in case of the Prospect thrust [15].

The activity of these thrust faults was dated using Cenozoic synorogenic clastics by [15,235,243,244], and the time intervals of activity are labeled in Figure 25A. It clearly follows from these age dates that the thrust faults formed in-sequence from the hinterland toward the foreland from the Early Cretaceous (Paris thrust) to the Palaeogene (Prospect thrust). As indicated by the Neogene halfgrabens, the thrust faults were subsequently cut by younger extensional faults from the Neogene onward. Estimates for displacements along individual faults are taken from [15] and listed in Figure 25A. Apart the latest, the Prospect thrust with 5–6 km, the displacements are of the same order of magnitude. The thrust faults possess an east-verging imbricate architecture. Only the Meade and Absaroka thrusts developed detachment folds in the Aspen, Webster and Salt River Ranges, which point to an important thickness of the décollement layer.

The neighboring Laramide belt is an archetype for a thick-skinned deformation style (see Figure 25B). Thrust faults are relatively steeply dipping at the surface and level off in the middle to lower crust. Thrusting occurred to the southwest in case of the Wind River and Owl Creek Mountains, i.e., in an opposite direction compared to the Sevier belt. However, farther east, in the Big Horn Mountains and Black Hills northeast directed thrusting is also observed as shown in the cross-section of [39], their Figure 11c. According to [245] the thrust fault putting the Wind River Range onto the Cenozoic basin fill of the Green River Basin reaches down to a depth of at least 24 km and then levels off into parallelism with the crust-mantle boundary [246] but not cutting it. The Moho high as shown in Figure 25B is adapted from the topography reported by [246].

Thrusting in the Laramide belt occurred in Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene times [235] and thus contemporary to some of the shortening in the frontal part of the Sevier thrust belt. These authors explain the change from Sevier to Laramide style tectonics by the thin cover of the Laramide belt that remained attached to a strong crystalline basement and by pre-existing tectonic fabrics within this basement. Reference [246] suspect that the pre-Laramide Moho geometry could possible have influenced the initiation of Laramide thrust faults. Reference [39] gives a review of the various processes that have been invoked to explain these basement uplifts, including weaknesses inherited from Precambrian tectonics, focusing of strain in local weak lower crust or fault propagation from a regional lower crustal décollement by a Moho high caused by lithospheric buckling.
3.3.3. Southern Appalachians

The Appalachian-Ouachita orogen formed from the collision of North America with microcontinents (e.g., Avalonia) and ultimately Africa that took place in a number of steps (Hatcher 1989), starting in the Ordovician with the Taconic orogenic phase, followed by the Acadian in Devonian to Carboniferous times and ending with the total closure of the Iapetus Ocean with the Alleghanian phase in the Permian. Reference [247] explained the diachronous Appalachian orogenies in terms of zipper tectonics whereby the closure of the ancient ocean occurred by a combination of rotation and transpression that migrated from the Northern towards the Southern Appalachians.

For this paper, a cross-section through the Southern Appalachians was chosen, which covers classic and well-documented features of this mountain belt. The Alleghanian orogenic phase was responsible for most of the deformation in the Blue Ridge, the Valley and Ridge, and the Cumberland Plateau [248]. The effects of the preceding Taconic orogenic phase are difficult to see in the Southern Appalachians owing to Alleghanian overprint, and the Acadian orogenic phase affected the Canadian Appalachians mainly.

The cross-section shown in Figure 26A shows how the North American craton extends for a distance in excess of 200 km in the subsurface of the Blue Ridge basement block. The Blue Ridge basement block represents the SE margin of the North American craton and was sheared off and thrust to the NW by the arrival of a nappe stack composed of North American outer margin rocks and Avalonia. The sedimentary cover of the North American craton was stripped off its basement in this process, transported to the NW and internally shortened by folding and thrusting in a thin-skinned manner.

The crustal thickness of the North American craton diminishes from 40 km to 20 km towards the continental margin in the SE (Figure 26A). It could be argued that this thickness was even less for the SE segment of the margin that is now present in the Blue Ridge basement block, and that it was the very thin crust which enabled the thin-skinned basement involved style of the Blue Ridge basement block to develop. The style shown in Figure 26A is a simplification. Detailed analysis by [249]
revealed that, for example, several imbricate thrust faults cut across the crystalline basement in the Grandfather Mountain window located just to the NW of the Brevard Fault Zone.

Figure 26. (A) Cross-section of the Southern Appalachians after D.W. Rankin and S.E. Boyer (slightly modified) in [248]. Moho from geophysical data by [250]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8A. (B) Detailed cross-section showing the structure of the Cumberland Plateau, the Valley and Ridge Province and the NW part of the Blue Ridge Province after D.W. Rankin and S.E. Boyer (slightly modified) in [248]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8A.

Figure 26B is a more detailed view of the NW part of the cross-section shown in Figure 26A and represents a classic example of thin-skinned tectonics. In the SE, two major décollements are discernable. The upper one climbs from the crystalline basement of the Blue Ridge basement block northwestern into the Proterozoic and Palaeozoic strata. The Blue Ridge basement was transported over a distance of up to 260 km along this décollement [251], and the entire thrust sheet was affected by important internal shortening as indicated by the imbricate thrusts branching off the décollement layer [249]. The lower décollement beneath the Blue Ridge is within the Cambrian Rome Formation but climbs up section to the NW. Beneath the Pulaski thrust a true duplex structure characterizes the internal deformation of the lower unit. Towards the northwest, regularly spaced imbricate thrust are present in the Valley and Ridge Province (Saltville, Copper Creek and Clinchport thrusts in Figure 26B). The entire province is also characterized by the presence of folds, some of which are associated with thrust faults breaking surface. The Cumberland Plateau contains a broad syncline and anticline (the Middleboro syncline, resp. Powell Valley anticline; not shown in Figure 26B). To the NW, the dipping strata in the hanging wall of the Pine Mountain thrust marks the outer limit of Appalachian Alleghanian deformation. Generally speaking, the décollement of the Valley and Ridge Province and the Cumberland Plateau steps up from the Cambrian Rome Formation to the Devonian–
Carboniferous Chattanooga Shale, but the exact architecture of this step up varies along strike and is highly dependent on the regional stratigraphic successions (see Figure 6A and detailed discussion in [26]).

In both examples, the North American cordillera and the Southern Appalachians, a rigid continental crust seemingly underlies the proximal part of the passive margins. Décollement layers in the cover sequences, where present, allowed the superficial off scraping of the topmost layers driven by the deformation in the more internal part of the orogen. Examples are the Foreland and Sevier Belts in the North American cordillera and the Valley and Ridge–Cumberland Plateau in the Southern Appalachians. The continental crust of the distal part of the passive margin, which was thinned and thermally weakened, became involved in nappe stacking as well. Such nappe stacks consist typically of thin basement thrust sheets as recognized in the Intermontane Belt of the North American cordillera or the Blue Ridge in the Southern Appalachians.

3.4. Basin Inversion

The inversion of basins caused by contraction of sedimentary basins bounded by syn-sedimentary normal faults leads to particular fault- and fold-bound structures in orogens (see for example the review in [136]). The three examples discussed in this section from the Central Andes, the Pyrenees and the Atlas Mountains represent contrasting examples of basically the same process, but the fault-bounded basin fill was squeezed out to variable degrees.

3.4.1. Malargüe Fold-and-Thrust Belt in the Andes

The Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt represents an example in which basin inversion is moderate showing aspects of both thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonics. The tectonic style of the Principal and Frontal Cordilleras of the Central Andes of Argentina and Chile at latitudes of 30–35° S has received particular attention in the course of hydrocarbon exploration. A number of papers discuss the structure of the thrust belt based on seismic, well and field data and by applying balancing techniques for cross-section construction. The main focus was on the fold-and-thrust belts of, from north to south, Malargüe, Chos Malal and Agrio. They formed in at least two periods of compression, the first in Late Cretaceous–Paleocene times, the second in Late Miocene to Pleistocene times. The following more recent papers address the question of thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonic style:

- Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt: [252–258]
- Chos Malal fold-and-thrust belt: [259,260]
- Agrio fold-and-thrust belt: [257,261]

For this paper the Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt was chosen because it clearly shows the interaction between basin inversion and the involvement of the crystalline basement in compression. The structure of the entire Andean chain along latitude 31° S is discussed in Section 2.4 (see Figure 12).

Within the Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt the pre-Mesozoic basement is overlain by a Late Triassic–Early Jurassic syn-rift sequence, a Late Jurassic–Late Cretaceous post-rift sequence and, in the east, by a Cenozoic foreland sequence. The structure is displayed in the cross-section of Figure 27, which is based on [253] and which shows an asymmetric antiformal structure that involves the basement as well. The uplifted basement is overlain by thick Late Triassic syn-rift strata, which are missing beneath the Cenozoic basin fill. Likewise, the Early Jurassic syn-rift strata taper off towards the ENE. At the NW end, the continental syn-rift strata give way to contemporaneous marine strata. Based on these stratigraphic data [253] were able to identify syn-sedimentary normal faults (shown in blue in Figure 27). Some of these were reactivated in compression (shown in violet in Figure 27), but in addition new thrust faults developed (red in Figure 27). Of particular interest are the thrust fault in the hanging wall of the La Manga fault, which is interpreted as a by-pass fault, and the thrust fault in the footwall of the El Freno fault, which in contrast is interpreted as a short-cut fault. By-pass and short-cut faults both are expression of the difficulty to reactivate a steeply dipping normal fault in compression as discussed in conjunction with analog experiments (see Figure 6 and [262]).

Reference [258] who analyzed a transect crossing the northern Neuquén basin including the Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt propose that basin inversion progressed from west to east affecting the
Malargüé fold-and-thrust belt in Miocene times. Reference [253] gives a more detailed sequence of faulting and argue that the La Manga fault was reactivated first at 15–11 Ma and then thrusting propagated eastward into the foreland basin with the Meson and Sosneado thrusts. They further postulate that the El Freno fault was reactivated at 10.5–9 Ma, and the Alumbre fault at 9–8 Ma, i.e., basin inversion proceeded from east to west. The Arroyo Blanco fault was active in the time interval 8–1 Ma.

The restored cross-sections of the inverted basin clearly show an asymmetric basin dominated by west-dipping synsedimentary normal faults [253,258]. These normal faults were guiding the inversion of the basin and resulted in the asymmetric antiformal structure now defined by the crystalline basement.

The mountain chain of the Pyrenees is located along the plate boundary between the European and the Iberian plates. In this example basin inversion went to completion ending with the collision of the two basin margins in a thick-skinned manner. In Late Jurassic times (145 Ma) Iberia drifted eastward relative to Europe [263]. The transtensional sinistral motion opened a narrow oceanic basin in which mantle was exhumed. Subsequently, in Late Cretaceous times, Iberia rotated anticlockwise opening the Bay of Biscay and collided with the European plate. As the two margins collided, the basin was inverted and a bivergent system of thrust faults developed. Reference [264] gives a detailed review of the lithosphere scale evolution of the Pyrenees. They invoke a 50 km wide highly thinned continental margin that was subducted between 83 and 71 Ma, followed by the arrival of the thicker proximal margin. Lenses of lherzolites and granulite basement rocks straddling the North Pyrenean Fault, the boundary between the Iberian and European plates, bear witness to the closure of the narrow rift basin [265].

Reflection profiling across the Pyrenees at various locations elucidated the structure of the collision orogen. The ECORS project crossed the Eastern Pyrenees [266,267], the ECORS-Arzacq project the west Central Pyrenees [268,269] and ESCIN the Western Pyrenees and Cantabria [270]. The two traverses through the Eastern and west Central Pyrenees give a complete image for the internal structure of collision orogen, the one through the west Central Pyrenees being more simple.
for two reasons: (1) total shortening for the west Central Pyrenees amounts to 75–80 km [269], while it is a minimum of 90 km, resp. 147 km for the Eastern Pyrenees ([264,267], resp. [271]). (2) In the Eastern Pyrenees the Iberian crystalline basement was updomed much more in the axial zone, such that the imbricate thrusts in the basement were rotated into plunging antiforms (see cross-section by [264,267]). In addition a balanced section including the structure of the cover sediments based on fieldwork and seismics by [269] is available for the west Central Pyrenees. It is for these reasons this traverse was chosen and displayed in Figure 28.

The cross-section of Figure 28 highlights a strongly asymmetric structure. The cover sediments on both flanks of the orogen exhibit some thin-skinned behavior. On the Iberian side imbricate thrusting is obviously controlled by the activation of a décollement layer formed by Triassic shales and evaporites. A triangle zone marks the boundary to the Ebro basin. On the European side, the same décollement layer was responsible for regularly spaced imbricate thrusts in the internal zone, whereas towards the NNE, open detachment folds extend into the Aquitanian basin. However, in the most internal part two steeply dipping south-verging thrust faults affect the Jurassic-Cretaceous carbonate sequence. Triassic sediments beneath these carbonates contain bodies of Iherzolites stemming from the subducted rift basin [265].

The thrust faults related to this thin-skinned style bear witness to the fact that the Pyrenees are the result of basin inversion. Thus some of the thrust faults are reactivated synsedimentary normal faults ([39] and references therein). Reference [264] emphasize the role of the margin architecture and thermal regime of the basin upon closure and collision.

At crustal scale the asymmetry is more pronounced. The Guarga, Gavarnie and Lakora thrusts piled the Iberian upper crust into a three-fold stack. As shown by [272], stacking of these thrust sheets occurred in-sequence from north to south. The northernmost tip of the Iberian upper crust, however, is involved in north-verging thrusting. The European upper crust is seemingly not affected by internal deformation. At lower crustal level the European crust is indented into the delaminated Iberian crust. The length of the subducted slab of European lower crust is subject of discussion; estimates range from 90 km for the west Central Pyrenees [269] to 130 km for the Eastern Pyrenees [271]. Reference [273] present a palinspastic restoration and kinematic evolution of the west Central Pyrenees; it shows the closure of the oceanic basin, the proto-collision starting in Mid Eocene times and crustal wedging starting in Neogene times. They estimate total shortening to be 114 km. In the western Pyrenees, [274] postulate that a rift-inherited indenter of European mantle protruded into the delaminated Iberian crust. Part of this mantle wedge was affected by north-directed thrusting.

Independent of the differences in architecture of the basement and the sedimentary cover along the transect of Figure 28, the tectonic style of crustal deformation is clearly of thick-skinned nature. The thrust faults affecting the upper crustal basement are in part linked to thrust faults within the cover sequence spatially, but the varying displacements along these thrust faults inhibits a direct kinematic correlation. The structural asymmetry of the Pyrenees reflects the asymmetry of the rift basin [263,264]: the thick basement thrust sheets of the Southern Pyrenees (Guarga and Gavarnie) stem from the relatively undeformed lower plate margin of the rift basin, the highly dismembered units of the Northern Pyrenees from the hyper-extended upper plate margin. As described by [263], the inversion of the basin onto of the hyper-extended crust reactivated some of the synsedimentary normal faults and resulted in a bivergent pop-up structure now situated just north of the Axial Zone.
Considering the entire Pyrenees, important lateral changes exist regarding the thick-skinned style [265]. These differences might be caused by differences in temperatures related to rifting [39] which were seemingly higher in the eastern Pyrenees compared to the western Pyrenees and thus led to more localized crustal deformation (op. cit.).

3.4.3. Atlas Mountains

The Atlas Mountains are built of a number of mountain ranges within Northern Africa and extend from the Atlantic Ocean to Tunisia. They represent a case of mild inversion. Here we concentrate on the central High Atlas in a traverse between 5° and 6° W. The area of the future Atlas Mountains was the site of a major intracontinental rift in Triassic to Jurassic times [275]. Rifting occurred either as strike-slip with tensional and compressional stepovers and pull-apart basins, or by a transtensional oblique rift [276]. Crustal thinning was accompanied by gabbroic intrusions along fault zones. Inversion of the thermally weakened rift in compression started with minor uplift in Eocene to Oligocene times, but the major phase of uplift occurred in Neogene times (Oligocene–Miocene after [275], after the middle to late Miocene according to [277]). The Atlas Mountains were part of a diffuse plate boundary between Africa and Iberia at this time. Shortening in the High Atlas was parallel to the plate convergence, i.e., in a N-S to NNW-SSE direction [277].

The cross-section shown in Figure 29 is based on [276] who studied the mechanism and amount of tectonic shortening of the High Atlas. The section passing through Imilchil coincides with the traverse from southern Portugal to the Sahara Craton for which [278] determined the lithosphere structure. According to this study, the lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary is at a depth of 70 km only in the Middle Atlas and 100 km in the Anti-Atlas. This thin lithosphere is in contrast to the thicknesses of more than 150 km to the north and south and may be a consequence of mantle upwelling during Neogene compression [279]. The crust/mantle boundary on the other hand forms a crustal root beneath the Atlas Mountains with a maximum thickness of 35 km beneath the Middle Atlas and reaching 40 km beneath the High Atlas [280].

Open folds and thrust faults with short displacements are the dominant upper crustal structures. Reference [276] estimate the total shortening to be nearly 30 km (18%). On the SSE and NNW ends of the section Cretaceous strata directly overlie the Pre-Mesozoic Gondwana type crystalline basement. In the core of the section Triassic and Jurassic strata are present as well, bearing witness to a Jurassic rift basin. The normal fault at the boundary to the Anti-Atlas was active up into the earliest Jurassic and with a relatively small displacement; only its uppermost part was reactivated in compression. In
the north, towards the Middle Atlas, three reactivated normal faults are discerned. The one in the center had a substantial displacement as syn-sedimentary normal fault, which is necessary to explain the sudden increase in thickness of the earliest Jurassic limestone and dolostone sequence. The next one to the south was seemingly very active in Early to Middle Jurassic times as expressed by the sudden increase in thickness of the sedimentary sequence. The inversion of the rift basin occurred along steeply dipping thrust faults. A true thin-skinned style is restricted to the southern part of the High Atlas where the Triassic strata acted as décollement layer. The continuation of the steeply dipping thrust faults observed at the surface at depth is difficult to assess. It must be admitted that they contribute to the crustal thickening indicated by the crustal root. Some of these thrust faults are closely related to gabbroic intrusions, suggesting that they reactivated Jurassic faults along which the gabbroic melts had ascended.

Considering the basement/cover contact if follows that the inversion of the Jurassic basin was mild in that this contact still defines a depression. This is in concert with the moderate amount of shortening of 30 km associated with inversion. In comparison shortening in the Pyrenees was significantly higher (75–80 km in the Western, 100–142 km in the Eastern Pyrenees) as discussed in Section 3.5.2, and resulted in a dome-shaped geometry of the basement/cover contact (Figure 29).

The crustal root contains a step in the Moho which suggests a lower crustal shortening that is comparable to the 30 km derived from the cover [280]. [281] even speculate that a planar north-dipping master thrust beneath the High Atlas connects directly down to the step in the Moho while [280] prefer a ramp-flat-ramp geometry based on their velocity model.

The topographic high of the Atlas Mountains cannot be explained solely by isostatic adjustment to the crustal root. As discussed by [282] the broad topographic dome formed in response to a buoyant mantle anomaly in post-Miocene times.

![Figure 29. Cross-section of the Atlas Mountains, redrawn and expanded from [276]. Crustal geometry after [280]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(C1,C3).](image)

An additional example for mild basin inversion can be found in the Eastern Cordillera of the Northern Andes in Colombia as discussed in Section 2.5 (Figure 13).

3.5. Classic Thin-Skinned Tectonics

The case histories involving thin-skinned tectonics discussed so far were in some way related to the crystalline basement of the (detached) sediments. In this section three end-member examples are presented where the sedimentary cover is fully detached from the basement and where the basal
detachment reaches down into the basement at considerable distance from the observed cover. The first two examples involve a weak décollement layer at the base of a mechanically stronger sedimentary sequence, the third a more homogeneous, mechanically soft pile of sediments.

An issue not addressed here are deep-water fold-and-thrust belts driven by gravity (type 1 of [283]). Although they share internal structures like fold trains, imbrications and fold-fault relations with compressional thrust belts, they differ significantly concerning their tectonic setting. A review of deep-water fold-and-thrust belts is given by [283].

3.5.1. Klippen Nappe of Western Switzerland

The Penninic Klippen nappe in western Switzerland is a typical example of a far travelled thrust sheet with a detachment in an evaporite layer (mainly anhydrite). It is derived from the Briançon microcontinent, a ribbon continent, which was located between the Piemont Ocean (remnants now found in the Upper Penninic Nappe supérieure) and the Valais Basin (remnants now found in the Niesen and Gurnigel nappes). As these two basins opened the margins of the Briançon microcontinent was stretched and thinned provoking abrupt lateral thickness and facies changes across syn-sedimentary normal faults [284]. The retrodeformed section shown in Figure 30A is redrawn from [285]; it highlights these changes and outlines the course of the future décollements. A single décollement located in evaporites overlying a thick dolostone sequence developed in the NW (Médianes plastiques), whereas in the SW (Médianes rigides), the décollement follows an older evaporite layer beneath a thick dolostone sequence. Regarding the retrodeformed section it must be noted that the thick dolostone layer is only present in the Médiane rigides; the part shown beneath the Médianes plastiques remained attached to the crystalline basement now found in the Bernhard nappe complex [286].

The cross-section shown in Figure 30B displays the complex internal structure of the Klippen nappe [285]. In the NW part, in the so-called Médianes plastiques, detachment folds are recognized near Kaiseregg. Their cores are filled with a thick sequence of Triassic evaporites. The Kaiseregg anticline formed where the décollement layer butted against a major synsedimentary normal fault bordering the Moléson horst (see Figure 30A). This normal fault was reactivated as thrust fault and provoked the Kaiseregg anticline to be asymmetric. At the SE edge of the Médianes plastiques, the effect of a lateral heterogeneity at smaller scale is evident. The anticline in Figure 30B with Heitti Formation as important layer is bound to the NW by a steep thrust fault. Considering the Jurassic strata in the hanging wall and footwall of this thrust fault it becomes clear that this thrust fault coincides in space with a syn-sedimentary normal fault of Early and Middle Jurassic age (see Figure 30B). Seemingly the thrust fault leveled off into the décollement layer deeper down.

In the SE, the Médianes rigides, a thin layer of the same evaporites marks the bedding parallel thrust faults responsible for the doubling of the thick Triassic dolostones (at Chalberhorn and Seehorn). At the transition where the décollement steps up, two décollements must have existed over a short distance. They can be reconstructed based on the retrodeformaton of the Homad, Wirihorn and Amselgrat slices (Ho, Wi, Am). These slices mark imbrications and grade into a tectonic mélange (the so-called Submédiane mélange) bearing witness to the problem of the décollement stepping up from the lower to the upper evaporite layer.

The Klippen nappe now rests on Lower Penninic cover nappes (Gurnigel and Niesen in Figure 30B), while its crystalline basement was subducted and now forms the Bernhard nappe complex, which is located 100 km farther to the SE.
Figure 30. Structure of the Klippen nappe in western Switzerland (redrawn from [285]) showing the role of syn-sedimentary faults on thrust tectonics. (A) Retrodeformed cross-section showing the basin geometry prior to Alpine contraction. (B) Cross-section showing recent state after Alpine contraction. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8

3.5.2. Salt Range–Potwar Plateau of Pakistan

Evaporites, and in particular rock salt, are encountered in many orogens as classic décollement layer. The Salt Range and Potwar Plateau of Pakistan represents a well-studied example. The tectonic units are located within the Subhimalayan region in the core of the Northwest or Hazara-Kashmir syntaxis of the Himalaya range. The cross-section shown in Figure 31A gives a schematic overview showing the main thrust faults and the seismogenic zones. The Salt Range fault is an equivalent of the Main Frontal thrust and merges at depth with the Main Boundary thrust. The Tarbella seismic zone is interpreted to mark the northward continuation of these thrust faults [287] and highlights the fact that this thrust fault, which marks the contact between the Indian plate and the Himalaya orogen, is still active.

Two cross sections were chosen as example for compressional salt tectonics, one through the central Salt Range and Potwar Plateau by [288] (see Figure 31B), the other through the eastern Salt Range and Potwar Plateau by [289]; see Figure 31C). In both cases, the Cambrian–Eocene platform sequence was displaced southward along a décollement layer consisting of evaporites (including anhydrite, salt, marl and dolostone) over a distance of 20–25 km [288]. A comparison of the two cross-sections reveals differences: in the central Salt Range south-verging thrusting dominates whereas in the eastern Salt Range a more symmetric structure with north- and south-directed thrusting is recognized.

As discussed by [288] the central Salt Range–Potwar Plateau traverse has a narrow cross-sectional taper and shows very little internal deformation (see Figure 31B). Shortening was basically accomplished by thrusting in the evaporite décollement layer, which attains a thickness of more than 2 km beneath the Salt Range [288]. The basal Salt Range thrust climbed across a normal fault in the crystalline basement by accumulation of evaporites. Reference [288] speculate that this normal fault and the associated climb of the décollement provoked a ramp across the platform sequence, which
explains the emergence of the Salt Range thrust. According to these authors, thrust initiation occurred at 2.1–1.6 Ma. In the North Potwar deformed zone (see Figure 31B), an imbricate stack of Cambrian–Eocene platform strata formed by detachment along a thin evaporite layer. The contrast in style to the open folds south of the Soan syncline could reflect differences in the original thickness of the décollement layer.

Three key features characterize the internal structure of the eastern Salt Range–Potwar Plateau section (see Figure 31C):

1. Narrow antiformal structures with oppositely verging high-angle thrust faults on the limbs.
2. Low-angle thrust faults verging to either the southeast or the northwest [289]. The tips of the thrust faults are marked by fault-propagation folds in which displacement is transformed to folding such that the thrust faults never reach the surface.
3. The most important low-angle thrust is the SE-verging Domeli thrust, which brings Cambro–Eocene strata to the surface; fault displacement is ~8.8 km [289]. Fault slip diminishes towards the west along strike and eventually the fault sense is reversed (Dil Jabba thrust is NW verging).

Several other structures also undergo important changes along strike. These changes in internal structure testify to a completely independent deformation within the Salt Range–Potwar Plateau thrust sheet, an observation that by itself points to a thick and mechanically weak décollement layer.

Based on theoretical considerations and natural examples [290] could show that thrust belts with a salt décollement can be 150 to 500 km wide and maintain a low cross-sectional taper (<1°) as is the case with the Salt Range–Potwar Plateau thrust sheet. Owing to the shallow surface taper the potential thrust faults dip at the same angle and in opposite directions, thereby making the internal structure symmetric. The symmetric structure of thrust belts is also confirmed by the results of analog modeling by [291]. If the salt layer is of sufficient thickness, anticlines grow easily with salt flowing into their cores, and growth of the folds is subsequently sustained by the effect of buoyancy [290]. If the thickness of the salt layer is limited, décollement will still follow the salt layer but leads to the formation of imbricate thrusts (see [27] and Figure 6B).
Figure 31. Cross-sections highlighting the structure of the Potwar Plateau—Salt Range of Pakistan. Traces of cross-sections are shown in Figure 8(D1,D2). (A) Schematic cross-section within the Northwest Himalaya Syntax. Recent seismicity is based on [287,292]. (B) Cross-section of central Potwar Plateau—Salt Range, redrawn after [288]. (C) Cross-section of eastern Potwar Plateau—Salt Range, redrawn after [289].

3.5.3. Makran Accretionary Wedge of Iran/Pakistan

Accretionary wedges grow at the interface between two converging plates. A part of the incoming sediments are scraped off and accreted to the front of the upper plate. However, a major part of the sediments remain attached to the down going plate and are subducted. Depending on the fractionation, large or small wedges will develop. Reference [293] distinguish two types of wedges: type 1 wedges where substantial accretion leads to wedges that may attain a width of hundreds of kilometers, and type 2 wedges where little or no accretion is accomplished. In type 1 wedges, roughly 1/3 of the incoming sediment is accreted [293,294]. Accretion may occur at the prism front as frontal accretion or at the base of the wedge by basal accretion, respectively underthrusting and underplating. Tectonic erosion may remove parts of the prism at is base [293,295,296].

The growth of accretionary wedges at the prism front occurs by the decoupling and stacking of the upper part of the incoming sediment. The associated décollement layers develop from fluid-saturated sediments ([297] and references therein). As these sediments are successively buried, fluid is released from the sediment and tends to escape upward. An impermeable muddy sediment layer may inhibit the passage of fluid and thus lead to elevated fluid pressure beneath it, which in turn reduces the frictional strength of that sediment (op. cit. and [298]) and makes it prone to act as
décollement layer. Reference [299] who studied an ancient accretionary wedge in the Swiss Alps conclude that megathrust earthquakes can trigger faulting and vein formation and shift an accretionary wedge into an unstable state; thereby coseismic bedding-parallel veins form in the outer wedge, and subsequent coseismic extensional veins in the inner wedge. A low basal friction is expected to result in a low-taper wedge based on critical-taper theory [54,55]. This concept fits to accretionary wedges worldwide as shown by [295,298], and to the Makran accretionary wedge in particular [297].

The Makran accretionary wedge of Iran-Pakistan is one of the largest to exist [298], measuring 300 km from tip to backstop and about 1000 km along the coast of the Oman Sea, with an overall taper of 4°. A synoptic cross-section, assembling information at longitude 60–63° E is displayed in Figure 32. The northern part of the cross-section covering the part of the wedge exposed at the surface is based on [300], the offshore part on [301] and the crustal structure on [302,303]. In the onshore part of the wedge, [300] could map major thrust faults, the Chah Khan, Ghasar Ghand and Bashakerd thrusts, subdivide the wedge into four thrust sheets (see Figure 32): North, Inner, Outer and Coastal Makran. The Coastal Makran leads smoothly into the Offshore Makran.

The entire accretionary wedge sits on an only 6 km thin oceanic crust, which upon entry into the wedge is covered by 7 km of sediment [302,303]. In the most external part of the Offshore Makran, the incoming sediment is split at the tip of the wedge: the upper part is detached and shortened by imbricate thrusting, whereas the lower part is subducted. The thin-skinned thrusting in the outermost 70 km of the wedge is aseismic [302], which may be explained by the low strength of hardly lithified, fluid-saturated sediments. The incoming sediment consists of Cretaceous–Early Neogene sandstones and shales, overlain by Late Miocene to recent clastics [303]. Mud-prone sediments within the older sequence form the basal décollement layer of the wedge (op. cit.). According to [294,301] part of the subducted sediment is accreted to the wedge by underplating farther inboard, and only the lowermost sediments are subducted (see Figure 32).

The Coastal Makran is very mildly folded and contains normal faults [300]. Mud volcanoes that straddle the coast bear witness to dewatering in the muds of the décollement layer [303]. As a result of dewatering thin-skinned thrusting occurs by stick-slip behavior, which is illustrated by the occurrence of earthquakes from the coast on to the north [297,302].

The Chah Khan thrust is the basal thrust of the Outer Makran (Figure 32). It forms a thrust zone less than 100 m thick located in mid-Miocene shales that represent a potential décollement layer [300]. In the cross-section of Figure 32 the décollement layer is shown to continue as a thrust fault extending northward beneath the Outer and Inner Makran. [300] postulate an additional décollement horizon at the base of the Oligocene–Early Miocene terrigenous clastics. Thrust faults splaying off this horizon are interpreted to cut and fold the stratigraphic contact to the overlying Miocene strata.

The Gashr Ghand thrust represents the basal thrust of the Inner Makran [300]. It is interpreted to continue downward across the underplated Late Cretaceous–Palaeogene strata off scraped from the Arabian plate, and to level off into the plate boundary. The Inner Makran thrust sheet has a similar internal structure as the Outer Makran but lacks the younger Early to mid-Miocene deep-water sediments (op. cit.).

The Bashakerd thrust, finally, is located at the base of the North Makran, a nappe complex made up of Cretaceous–Palaeocene deep-see sediments and volcanics, as well as ophiolitic mélanges [300]. The nappe complex consists of a series of smaller thrust sheets of which only two are highlighted in Figure 32.

Two major décollements may be distinguished within the upper part of the Makran accretionary wedge [300,304]: a higher one within Oligocene shales in the Inner and Outer Makran, a lower one at the base of Eocene strata. Splays emanating from this lower décollement cut the upper décollement and fold it. At the base of the Makran accretionary wedge, the active décollement of the Offshore Makran connects with the plate boundary. However, as mentioned above, this basal décollement splits towards the north and separates accreted Late Cretaceous to Palaeogene sediments from the subducting section (see Figure 32). Splays from the basal décollement dissect the upper décollements in the subsurface of the Inner Makran, much in the fashion of out-of-sequence thrusting.
The internal deformation of the various thrust sheets includes folding and thrusting which is generally speaking south verging and asymmetric [304]. Locally pervasive shearing with cleavage formation is observed (op. cit.), which according to [300] is in contradiction with a wedge deforming on the verge of brittle failure. Nevertheless the out-of-sequence thrusting in the subsurface of the Inner and North Makran depicted in the cross-section of Figure 32 may be interpreted in terms of an attempt to reach a critical taper.

Regarding timing of thrusting events, [300] conclude that the wedge south of North Makran formed in Miocene–Pliocene times and not necessarily in a southward propagating in-sequence manner. Within the Inner and Outer Makran protracted deformation is bracketed between 25 and 4 Ma (op. cit.). During this time pervasive internal folding and thrusting within the Inner and Outer Makran compensated the displacement along the plate boundary of the subduction zone, which suggests that there was a major décollement active at the base of the wedge (op. cit.). A major shift of imbricate thrusting from the onshore to the offshore domain occurred after the emplacement of a large olistostrome in late Miocene (Tortonian) times [300,305] and led to the imbricate structure in the Offshore Makran.

Summing up, the Makran accretionary wedge represents a case of thin-skinned tectonics where several décollement layers are activated and interacted over a drawn-out time period in a complex way. Dewatering of the incoming fluid-saturated sediment played a role regarding the change from aseismic slip to stick-slip deformation and the rise of mud diapirs along thrust faults and mud volcanoes. Surface processes include moderate erosion of the wedge, but a catastrophic deposit of an olistostrome had a profound influence triggering its sudden seaward growth.

Figure 32. Synoptic cross-section of the Makran accretionary wedge at 60–63° E, based on [300–302]. Trace of cross-section is shown in Figure 8(D1,D2).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The concept of thick-skinned and thin-skinned tectonics is linked unavoidably to the deep structure of modern or ancient mountain ranges. The study of ongoing deformation processes in active mountain ranges represents a possible key to get insight into the architecture and kinematics of the deeper parts of an orogen.

In case of the actively deforming Southern Himalaya of Nepal, the vertical and horizontal velocities clearly relate to the motion along a major thrust fault, the Main Himalayan thrust (Figure 9), which feeds into a thin-skinned nappé stack at the surface and extends deep into the Indian continental crust. The distribution of earthquake foci suggests that this thrust fault ramps up through the upper crust and contributes to the uplift of the thin-skinned nappé stack of the Lesser Himalaya.

The Zagros of Iran exhibits a composite style of deformation with detachment folding going on in the cover sediments above a major décollement layer (the Hormuz salt) and brittle thrusting in the underlying upper crust. Some of this thrusting post-dates the detachment of the cover. The lower
crust deforms by aseismic, ductile creep, which can explain the formation of the crustal root beneath the Sanandaj-Sirjan zone.

Ongoing crustal thickening is the message to be learned from Taiwan. Several thrust and strike-slip faults in the Hsuehshan, Backbone and Central Ranges (see Figure 11A) are likely to continue at greater depth outlined by clusters of earthquake foci. The offsets at the Lishan and Chinma faults highlight that these strike-slip faults possess an important thrust component. Steep thrusting expresses itself in the modern and geologic uplift rates. However, the thrust faults in the Western Foothills clearly indicate that horizontal contraction is also active at the present. The interaction between the shallow dipping and steeply dipping thrust faults remains difficult to explain and may involve pervasive brittle faulting near the intersection of faults.

Active horizontal contraction between the South American craton and the Main Cordillera of the Andes in Chile-Argentina may be studied in the Sierras Pampeanas. Clusters of earthquake foci outline the Eastern Precordillera and Pie de Palo thrusts (Figure 12B). The active thrust faults within the crustal blocks of Cuyania and Fatima-Pampia level off in the lower crust, but displace a 30 to 40 km thick upper crustal package. This crustal shortening is possibly triggered by the arrival of a flat slab within the subducting Nazca plate associated with the Juan de Fuca Ridge. If so this would illustrate how stresses may be transmitted over hundreds of kilometers within upper continental crust. The associated thick-skinned tectonics includes vertical escape of upper crustal blocks by motion on relatively steeply dipping thrust faults that were controlled by pre-existing Palaeozoic fabrics.

The Eastern Cordillera of the Andes in Colombia highlights how crustal uplifts form. This cordillera represents a former Jurassic-Early Cretaceous basin, which is now undergoing inversion in response to horizontal contraction. Some of the former synsedimentary normal faults are reactivated as thrust faults, but new thrust faults develop in the crystalline basement (see Figure 11B). The top basement contact is already uplifted by more than 10 km. The squeezing out of the basement occurs by motion along the thrust faults at the former basin margin. Earthquake foci on the SE margin of the cordillera seem to indicate that the active thrust faults possess a shallow dip, whereas for the NW margin their extension at depth is not outlined by earthquake foci and might well be steep as shown in Figure 11A.

In case of the Central Alps of Switzerland active tectonics involve uplift of the core of the orogen (Figure 14) and seismogenic deformation of the upper 12–15 km of the crust. The northern limit of the uplifting block is likely to be controlled by a SSE dipping thrust fault beneath the Aar massif. This thrust fault may be correlated to the youngest thrusting within the foreland and the Jura Mountains. The southern limit of the uplifting block is not determined as yet. The antiformal structures to the north of the Insubric Fault as well as the Insubric Fault itself are ancient features acquired in Oligocene-Miocene times. Nevertheless, the ongoing uplift and seismicity may well be an expression of the waning Alpine continent-continent collision by thick-skinned tectonics, with brittle faulting in the uppermost part and possibly aseismic creep in the deeper parts.

The active orogens described above all involve horizontal contraction of continental crust and represent thick-skinned style tectonics. The thrust faults involved have variable dips. Steep dips are associated with (1) strike-slip faults as is the case in Taiwan; (2) reactivated normal faults as in the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia; and (3) crustal sections lacking a detachable sedimentary cover like the Sierras Pampeanas. In all these three cases the hanging wall units undergo vertical escape and the amount of horizontal contraction is modest.

In most ancient mountain belts horizontal contraction was important and accomplished by a combination thin-skinned tectonics with nappe stacks made of sedimentary cover and thin thrust sheets made of crystalline basement, and thick-skinned nappe stacks that involve entire crustal blocks. The internal deformation of the crystalline basement in these units is important but seems rather heterogeneous as reported from the Tauern massif in the Eastern Alps [206], the Penninic nappes and Aar massif in the Central Alps [51,306,307], and the external massifs in the Western Alps [38]. Apart from shortening across the orogen also orogen-parallel stretching is observed [51,206,307].
Depending on the prevailing temperatures the Alpine overprint is pervasive and ductile [51,206,306,307 or alternatively localized [38,308].

Taken together, the internal architecture of ancient mountain ranges is of a bewildering variability. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify certain types of orogens and structures within orogens, which share common features. It has to be said though that the boundaries between such orogen types are sometimes transitional and that certain mountain ranges represent composite types. In the following these different types are briefly described along with the main characteristics. The prominent features are highlighted in the cartoons in Figure 33. Some of the processes involved in these types have been studied in much detail in analog and numerical experiments. A short selection of experiments is documented in the Supplementary material.

1. Collision orogens showing delamination of the crust (see Figure 33A). Delamination, or splitting apart of the crust is typical for collisional orogens where plate convergence brings two continental crustal sections into direct contact. Here the space between the delaminated crustal layers of the lower plate is filled by crust of the opposite, upper plate. This feature, also called "crocodile structure", is in some sort the archetype of thick-skinned tectonics. Examples include the Alps (Figures 14 and 21), the Himalaya-Tibet orogen (Figure 20) and the Pyrenees (Figure 28). The indentation occurs in a late stage of the collision and may be caused by the buoyancy of the continental crust resisting subduction. The lower crust of the lower plate is eclogitized, thus denser and subducted into the mantle. Such eclogitic packages might not be resolved by geophysical sounding.

2. Subduction-related orogens. Here the growth of the orogen in the continental upper plate typically occurs hundreds of kilometers inboard of the subduction trench, independent of the subduction angle (Figure 33B). Examples discussed in this paper include the Andes of Peru (Figure 22), of Chile-Bolivia (Figure 23) and Chile-Argentina (Figure 12). These orogens demonstrate that the stresses leading to crustal shortening of the upper plate are transmitted over large distances, with the upper (and possibly lower) crust acting as stress guide.

3. Orogens where one of the continental plates is made of a rigid long slab from which the sedimentary cover is detached and telescoped as long thrust sheets (Figure 33C). Examples include the Variscides (Figure 16), North American Cordillera (Figure 24) and the Southern Appalachians (Figure 26). Whereas in case of the North American Cordillera it could be argued that the rigidity of the slab is related to the greater thickness of the crust (50 km), in the Southern Appalachians only the crust beneath the Cumberland Plateau-Valley & Ridge provinces is thicker (40 km) compared to the 30 km beneath the Inner Piedmont. The crust in the Variscides has a constant thickness of roughly 30–35 km only. But as discussed by [174] this is an effect of ductile flow within a hotcrustal root heated up by collision-related magmatism.

4. Orogens where one or both continental plates are horizontally shortened by crustal-scale thrust faults, the cover being detached and telescoped (Figure 33D). Examples include the Caledonides (Figure 15), the Alice Springs orogen of Australia (Figure 17), the Alps (Figures 14 and 21), the Apennine (Figure 19) and the Pyrenees (Figure 28). These orogens share an initial crustal thickness of around 50 km. The detached sedimentary cover is displaced over much shorter distances than examples with a rigid long slab, and the contracted crust is piled up to an imbricate stack of relatively thick thrust sheets made up of upper crustal rocks (including lower crust in case of the Alice Springs orogen). In this context it is interesting to note that in case of the orogens with rigid long slabs, thin thrust sheets of crystalline basement are thrust upon the long slab; these derive from the continental margins and thus formed from thinned continental crust. It thus can be argued that crustal contraction by thrusting is more pronounced if the crust is thin and possesses a high geothermal gradient.

5. Orogens in which basin inversion played an important role (Figure 33E). A prominent feature in these orogens is that steeply dipping reactivated syn-sedimentary normal faults and new thrust faults that formed in contraction lead to regional uplifts of blocks of upper crust in a thick-skinned tectonic style. Examples include the Eastern Cordillera of the Andes in Colombia (Figure 13), the Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt of the Andes in Argentina (Figure 27), the Pyrenees (Figure 28), the
Atlas Mountains (29) or the Klippen nappe in the Central Alps (Figure 30). Basin inversion may be mild or complete. E.g., in the Atlas Mountains the top basement contact still forms a depression in the core of the orogen, which signifies a mild inversion. Stronger inversion occurred in the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia, where this top basement contact is uplifted to a symmetric antiform centered on the ancient basin, which itself had also been symmetric. A positive relief was also created in the Pyrenees and in the Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt. In these two examples inversion produced an asymmetric antiformal structure, which mimics the asymmetry of the original basin. In the Pyrenees it is the hyper-extended margin versus the relatively undeformed margin of the upper plate. In the Malargüe fold-and-thrust belt it is the uniform orientation of synsedimentary normal faults across the entire basin.

(6) Orogens containing truly thin-skinned fold-and-thrust belts, where the cover is detached from the crystalline basement along a décollement layer and highly allochthonous (Figure 33F). In most cases the décollement layer is made of evaporite and/or shale sequences. Two end-members types may be distinguished: (1) the detached cover is mechanically strong and shortened by detachment folds, as is the case in the Zagros of Iran (Figure 10), the Salt Range–Potwar Plateau of Pakistan (Figure 31) and the Klippen nappe of western Switzerland (Figure 30), or (2) the rheological contrast between décollement horizon(s) and the detached cover is moderate and shortening is accomplished by imbricate thrusting and folding such as observed in accretionary wedges like the Makran of Iran/Pakistan (Figure 32). In the transects of Zagros and Salt Range–Potwar Plateau discussed here, the detached cover is laterally homogeneous and the décollement layer is thick such that simple upright folds developed. In the Klippen nappe the detached cover is laterally discontinuous owing to synsedimentary faulting and the décollement layer varies in thickness. As a result, the structures within the detached layer are more complex, involving imbricate thrusting. Provided the décollement horizon is of sufficient thickness, steps within the units below may be overcome. From the examples studied, steps not higher than about half of the thickness of the décollement layer can be overcome by a detachment fault. At this point it has to be distinguished between a mechanically stiff footwall (like crystalline basement as in Zagros and Salt Range–Potwar Plateau) and a weak footwall consisting of cover nappes (as is the case in the Klippen nappe). In the latter case the thrust contact may be smoothened by plucking off pieces of the footwall and dragging them along the thrust fault. An example of this process is suspected along the contact of the Glarus thrust [309].

The situation is different in case of accretionary wedges in that the rheological contrast between detached sediments and décollement layer is smaller. As a consequence the kinematics of the internal deformation of such wedges is less organized with out of sequence thrusting being more the rule than the exception. Dewatering of the sediments in accretionary wedges raises the strength of the sediments such that important rheological changes emerge between the front and rear of the wedges. This renders our understanding of the mechanical behavior of wedges and its impact on their internal architecture more difficult to assess.
Figure 33. Cartoons showing principal features of the various types of orogens. (A) Collision related; (B) subduction related; (C) Rigid slab of continental crust; (D) Deformed continental crust; (E) Basin inversion; (F) Detached allochthonous cover.
In addition to distinguish between types of thin-skinned and thick-skinned orogens and associated plate tectonic regimes, there are more general issues that have not received the attention they merit and need further research in the future.

(1) Most orogens contain both thin-skinned and thick-skinned components, and it then becomes important to understand the kinematic sequence of nappe stacking. In case of the Alice Springs orogen, thin-skinned thrusting of the cover of the Amadeus basin and thick-skinned thrusting of the crustal units in the Arunta block were coeval at first, but then in a late phase of thick-skinned tectonics, the basal thrust fault of the already detached cover was uplifted to a broad antiform (see Figure 13A) [16]. In the Central Alps it can be shown that the cover sediments were detached and piled up to a nappe stack before thick-skinned tectonics affected the crystalline basement [193]. The thick-skinned tectonics led to the formation of a totally independent nappe stack and the earlier formed thrust faults were intricately folded in the process. In the North American Cordillera of southern Canada, [238] argue that the major thrust faults in the cover (Omineca and Foothills) were activated simultaneously with the development of thrust faults and shear zones in the crystalline basement of the Omineca belt (see inset in Figure 26A), but readily separated in space. In case of the Zagros Fold belt and the adjacent Zagros Imbricate belt, thin-skinned thrusting and thick-skinned thrusting occurred almost contemporaneously. In most of these examples thin-skinned thrusting propagated generally speaking outward (insequence), while thick-skinned thrusting progressed downwards. These observations correspond partly to the results of numerical experiments: Reference [309] report that the thin-skinned style detachment of cover was driven by successive thick-skinned thrusts emerging from the model crust; this process propagated outward. Reference [310] observed in their model with two décollement layers that activation of décollement propagated downward and outward.

(2) The exact location of décollement layers in fold-and-thrust belts is usually discussed in much detail. Evaporite and/or shale sequences, rather frequent in thin-skinned thrust belts, are readily assessed in discussions on structural styles. But the rock types along crustal thrusts in crystalline basement rocks are more difficult to assess because they are usually not exposed. The initiation of crustal thrust faults is often rather loosely explained by reactivation of pre-existing fabrics such as intrusive contacts, pre-existing normal faults or thrust faults. Such a link may be established in cases of emergent thrusts, but an extrapolation for deeply buried thrusts is highly putative. Apart from these structures, reaction-softening by phyllonite formation or strain softening owing to rising temperatures along a (new) thrust fault are valid explanations for focusing of shear along such faults once they are initiated. The inception of faults in crystalline basement merits more research in the future.

(3) Balanced cross-sections obtained by using available software packages yield geometrically correct solutions. These are valuable and useful, provided the limitations of the purely geometric solutions are taken into account. But the structural style of such cross-sections if applied to crustal units is in many instances highly questionable. This stems from the neglect of the internal deformation of the thrust sheets and in particular strains along the thrust contacts. Differential stretch between hanging wall rocks and footwall rocks may lead to important changes in displacement along thrust faults. Hence blind use of balancing software overemphasizes the continuity of such thrust faults. It is for this reason that in some of the redrawn cross-sections presented here thrust faults are portrayed as reaching less deep into the crust as is assumed in the original publications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3263/7/3/71/s1 [311–318].
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